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Collections receive my promt per »nal attention
Remittances ma>le day claim I» paid.
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Attorney at Law,
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JENNE,
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LAND SURVEYOR,

South Pari·. .Maine.
Have had twenty rear»' experience In the
tlmtier tan·)·, etc., of thl· «tate. If'leslred, will
furnish plan or copv of fleld notes, showing
work «lone.
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Taxidermist,

Licensed
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Wanted.
Poplar delivered at my mill, South
Paris, of regular size and length.
Will pay market price for same.
L. P. HAWKINS, South Paris.
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XOT1CK.
The eubacrlber hereby gives notice that he hue
l<cen duly appointe»! administrator of the
estate of
CHARLES !.. BLACK, late of Canton.
In the County of Oxford, deceased, an·! given
All persons having
bondaasthe law direct*.
demand* against the estate of said deteaaed are
desired to present the name for seulement, and
all Indebted thereto are request*.'·! to make payment Immediately.
john p. swasey.
in*, nth. îaoï.
NOTICE.
In the District Court of the t'ultc<l States for the
District of M a'ne. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
Bankruptcy.
JOHN M. BRYANT, of
Woodstock. Bankrupt. )
To the creditors of -John M Bryant, In the
County of » >xford ami district aforesaid :
Notice le hereby given that on the >th dav of
rvant
l>ec., A. D. I sol, the salt! John M.
was duly abjudicated bankrupt; and that the fln»t
■MttM of his creditors will be held at tfi··
Court House, In South I'arls, on the lsth
day of Jan., A. D. lMtKî, at 10 o'clock
In'the forenoon, at which time the said
creditor*
prove their claims,
may attend,
appointa trustee, examine the Bankrupt ani
transact such other buslnesa as may properly
couie before said meeting.
South I'arls, Jan. β, 1Ά2.
CEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankru tcy.
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We

are

headquarters

for

FarniiBg Tools and Fertilizers.

We can show you some of the beet swivel and
land side plows In the market, both In steel and
wood beams. We have

Spading and Spring-tooth

Disc,

rows, Corn
We

are

Har-

Planters, Cultivators, itc.

also agents for the

Wjlter A. Wood

Harvesting

Hach nery.

We have In stock three full car loada of Kertlllxer·. We carry four of the leading brands.

A. W. Walker & Son,

Main·,

Month Part·,
Mar. II. 1901.

are

better than

paint.

work easy, make a smooth surface, ntid tiny one ean apply them to
wall*, ceilings. Inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tints.
ab->orN>nt and can be kept bright and
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.

They

Don't pay fancy prices when your dealer wll
furnish you "Satsuma Interior Enamel·" at tix

ordinary paint.
"How h
FREE Color card and our book'et,
Refurnish the Home Without Buying New Fur

same

price

aa

nlture."

Made

by

Heath &

Milligan M'f'g Co.,

Ckltaia.
Also Floor Paint, Floor Varnish, Coacl
Ac.
Muralo.
and Spar Varnish,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid Paints
For sale by

S. P. MAXIM St
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THE RETIRING StCRETARY OF THE
BOARD OF AGRICULTURE
We believe it eminently fitting and
proper that the retirement of Hon. B.
Walker Mc Keen as Secretary of the
Board of Agriculture should not pass
without some slight tribute to his services to the state, and to the cause of
agriculture at large. For 14 years he
has been a valued member of the Board
of Agriculture of our state, and the
pages upon which he has written ate by
He has striven earno means blank.
nestly, honestly and well for the upbuilding of the cause, in which his whole
heart and life are eulisted, and the
record he has left behind is one to be
pointed to with pride.
The prvgress made has been so gradual, and has been made with so little
noise and blare of trumpets that it is
hard to recall that matters were not always its Commissioner Oilman finds
them upon entering the office this morning. But the changes wrought under
the guidance of Secretary McKeen are
nevertheless marked, aud will be noted
by none more than by Commissioner
(rilman. who was a member of the Board
when Mr. McKeen was elected Secretary.
Mr. McKeen was l'resideut of the
Board when the act creating an Agricultural Department of the Board was
passed, and it is a matter of history that
it was largely through his etforts that
this act was introduced and finally beWhen he was elected Seccame a law.
retary of the Board in 18l»l he came to
an office devoid of all that was helpful
to those who were entitled to its use and
benefits. There were no records and no
means of knowing anything about the
previous work of the Board except
through the meagre reports of the annual meetings, published each year in
the yearly report. The office was absolutely without catalogues, and all means
of taking advantage of the few books it
contained.
—
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Ivtical subject index of tlu> reports made
an»l this has been carried up to date. It
consists of nearly ΙΟ,ΟΟΟ cards, duly arranged in library cases, and by its use it
is easy to ascertain all that* has been
written at any time of auy subject. Expert librarians have said "that with this
index a set of agricultural reports is
worth at least *00.
Secretary McKeen has also collected a
complete card catalogue of the work of
all of the Amercan Experiment Stations,
as compiled by the cataloguer of the
Department at Washington, and has
nearly all of these bulletins on lile, and
ready for reference at any time. The
reports of the Agricultural Departments
of several states are to be found in the
tine bookcases in the office, which have
been added to the office furniture under
the administration of the retiriug secreI he institutes have beeu increased
tary.
from :>s to $■"> iu a year, and the interest
has been continually increasing.
We cannot too strongly emphasize the
value of the work done by Secretary McKeen iu this line. No mau has put more
life and inspiration into auy department
of public service than he has into this,
and v»e believe it will be manv long
years before its influence w ill cease. The
dairy meetings have also greatly increased iu interest and value to the dairvmen
In his institute work it has
of Maine.
been his practice to call in the aid of
speakers from the experiment station as
well as from the live up to date farms of
the state. Practical Maine farmers who
have made a success of their own busiteachers for
ness have beeu valuable
others. In addition to this home talent
he ha* brought from abroad such meu as
John (lould, II.
Adams, I'rof. Voohees,
L. B. Harris, (1. D. Sanford, Henry Van
and others*.
N.
Bachelder
J.
Dieser,
1 he board bulletins have beeu extended, and reeeive communications from
between three and four hundred farmers
in every county. They have been entered as second class mail matter and sent
monthly to about KKX) farmers. There
is a constantly increasing demand for
these bulletins, and for the reports.
Secretary McKeen has spoken at aearly
every institute held during the ten years
that he has been secretary, many times
speaking twice, and at different" places
the same day. It is an acknowledged
fact that there is no better speaker on
general institute work in the field.
He has always been favored with the
hearty co-operation of the board and was
elected to his fourth term of office with
only live scattering votes against him,
out of the IS votes thrown.
The Kennebec Journal thus fittingly
alludes to the retirement of Secretary
McKeen:
"Hon. B. Walker McKeen, who for 10
years has been the secretary of the State
Board of Agriculture, will leave, Friday,
upon the invitation of Hon. O. C. Gregg,
superintendent of institutes in Minnesota, to participate iu institute work iu
that state. The meetings which he will
address will be held continuously from
Associated with
Jan. 7 till March 12.
him in this work will be T. B. Terry of
Ohio, the eminent authority on clover
and potato culture, who has addressed
some of the strongest agricultural gatherings ever held in our state, Henry Van
Dreser of New York, aud oilier speakers
of national reputation. During his long
service iu the promotion of the
agricultural interests of our state Mr.
McKeen gained an enviable reputation
as a speaker of rare ability, force and
clearness. The fact that after laying
aside the burdens of office he lias been
so promptly called upon to do service as
a speaker on farm topics iu one of the
states in the Union,
greatest agricultural
to his
is certaiuly a
high coiuplimcut
superior qualifications for work of this
character."
Surely the good wishes of thousands
of warm friends and appreciative colaborers from the farm homes scattered
all over our state will go with him aud
wish him success in his new field of
labor, and a safe return to his old home,
where there are yet, we trust, many
years of success and happiness in store
for him.—Turf, Farm and Home.

gréa*!

Take an inventory at this season.
Make out a list of everything you have
on hand in the way of stock, tools, hay,
grain, debts that aie due you, etc. 1'ut
a fair value on each article, aud the total
will show the amount of your assets.
Against this place what debts you owe,
and the ditlerence will show what you
are worth.
Lay aside this list for a year.
Next January take a similar inventory,
ami you will see at once how much you
have made or lost during the year. A
simple form for a farmer's easy inventory is one of the usefal features of our
memorandum art calendar of 1902,
which is sent free to any one who asks
for it at the time they forward a dollar
for a year's subscription to the Homestead. It also gives the weight of concentrated feudiug stuffs, land measures,
vitality of seeds, manure tables, number
local
of shrubs or plants per acre,
weights per bushel in the different states
tables.—Homeand other interesting

stead.

Experiments in creaming at Utah
station show that for thoroughness the
separator stands first, shallow pans second and deep-setting third. Of deep
setting cans those are best which draw
the milk from the bottom. Submerged
Cans gave no better results than those
not submerged.
Land plaster is very valuable on all
soils when used in connection with
clover. It is not in itself a fertilizer,

our

but it takes up the ammonia and as that
evaporates at 80 degrees, it goes back
again into the soil by being condensed

COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE.
The agricultural operations in Maine
;ire to be aided and directed by a newhand beginning this day, Jan. 1st, 1902.
Λ new era has dawned and the timehonored Board of Agriculture with its
membership representing each county
has passed away. For a good many
years this Board has held its annual
meeting and these representatives have
gathered and spent several days in interchanging views and discussing the needs
and wants of the several sections of the
slate and suggesting to their secretary
»Λ·ί
·*.
what lines in their opinion should be
·> : :· '·;'.:Αν/ •J/W.'WiS!W'· W5\î ·Γ·: !
pursued and what work would be most
appreciated by the farmers in the several
Each member of the
communities.
board took just pride in superintending
the suggestions and carrying out the
CHAPTER XVI.
wishes of his constituents, but all this
Ο special Incident marked
has passed into history and to-day the
this journey on the lake.
agricultural interests of our state are
Nadia bad remained in
placed in one man's hands, and fortunate
a profound stupor.
it is that that one man who has taken
such extraordinary powers is himself an
Sleep had only overextraordinary man in more ways than
powered Michael Strogoff
one.
at Ion; intervals, and
Having been born and reared on a
farm, and being to-day at the head of a still his thoughts were ever watching
large and most successfully conducted over her.
Maine farm, he is specially qualified for
At daybreak the raft, retarded by a
the arduous duties he has this day assomewhat strong breeze which was
sumed.
the action of the curAugustus W. Oilman, the present blowing against
Commissioner of Agriculture, is a son rent. was still forty versts from the
of Ebenexer and Koxanna Oilman. He mouth of tbe Angara. Most likely they
was born in Foxcroft, Jan. 26, 1844,
would not be able to reach it before 3
and
completed his education in or 4 o'clock in tbe afternoon.
Foxcroft Academy. Born and bred on a
This was not an Inconvenience; rathfarm he early learned the rudiments of
er the contrary, for the fugitives would
most practical manner,
a riculture in a
then descend the river during tbe night,
and after leaving school he continued
darkness would favor their
his farm work summers, teaching school and tbe
winters for a number of years. His arrival at Irkutsk.
At 4 o'clock In the afternoon tbe
natural earnest, active disposition found
;;reat delight in agricultural operations mouth of the Angara was signaled by
;uid it was for years a question with him the old mariner between tbe high granwhether he should continue in that line ite rocks of tbe coast One could perof work or adopt teaching as his life- ceive on tbe
right bank the little port
work, being successful to a very high of Livenltehnala, its church, its few
he
18S0
In
in
both
positions.
degree
bouses bulli on the steep.
married Miss Mary Loring of Guilford
But there was a grave circumstance.
and they now have four children as the
result of the union. Mr. Oilman, early Tbe first floating ice that had come
in life, took up a good farm and has from the east was already forming beowned one ever since. His present farm tween the banks of the Angara and
home is situated some two miles from hence descending toward Irkutsk.
the village of Foxcroft and is certainly
However, their number could not as
oue of the most picturesque anu ueuguibe great enough to obstruct the
ful situations to be found in the state. yet
river nor tbe cold severe enough to
His (arm consists of 200 acres of wellmass.
tilled soil and the buildings erected unite them into one
under his personal
supervision are
The
models of convenience and attractive- stopped there for a short time.
He has one large barn 100 feet old mariner had decided to put Into
ness.
long, and it is connected with the house port for au hour In order to make some
by a long row of sheds all handsomely Indispensable repairs. The trunks, havpainted and in apple pie order. IIo has lug become loose, threatened to sepaa large orchard from which he annually
rate from one another, and It was of
realizes handsome returns. He has a
to reblnd them more
handsome herd of thoroughbred Guern- great importance
together that they might resist
sey cows aud is a breeder of some of the firmly
the cum nt of the Angara, which is
best stock to be found in Maine.
Mr. Gil man has always taken a deep very rapid.
interest in the development of agricultThe old sailor did not. therefore, exure not only in his native town and
pect any more fugitives at the port of
county but in the state at large. After Livenitchuaia, and yet nt the moment
serving six years as county commissioner the raft was leaving the shore two
in 18SJ2 he was chosen a member of the
men. coming out of a deserted house,
Buard of Agriculture and for three years
haste to the bank.
lie was a member of the valuation com- ran with great
Nadia, sitting at the back part of the
mittee, and since 1802 he has been ina listless manspector of prisons and jails. But per- raft, looked at them in
haps Mr. Gilinan's best service to the ner.
state has been given as a member of the
A cry was about to escape her. She
Board of Trustees of the Maine State
seized the liaud of Michael Strogoff,
181*7
tilled
since
Fair, a position he has
who at that moment raised his head.
with great acceptance, lie is an active
"What is the matter with you, Namember of the Foxcroft Grange and
dia Τ' he asked.
the
of
member
as
a
intluential
probably
"Our two fellow travelers, Michael—
Piscataquis Pomona aw is to be found in
that Frenchman and that Englishman
that up-to-date organization.
Mr. Gilman, as will readily be recog- whom we met in the defiles of the Ural
ulzed by all who know him, ie a natural mountains."
leader. He is a man whom his asso"Yes."
ciates instinctively look up to for guidMichael Strogoff shuddered, for the
ance and direction.
Possessing a large strict
Incoguito from which he did not
and well developed tigure he has also a
was In danger of being
broad and expansive intellectuality, and wish to depart
it is as easy for him to grasp great unveiled.
And In reality It was not any longer
problems and decide upon them accurately and justly with promptness, as Nicholas Korpanoff whom Alclde Jolito
it is for the average of men
give vet and Harry Blount were about to
judgment upon minor matters at their see In him now, but the true Michael
leisure.
Strogoff, the courier of the czar. The
1 his is the man that has assumed the
had already met him twice
Journalists
of
of
office
Commissioner
important
their separation at the posthouse
Agriculture in our state and his past since
of
record justifies his friends in believiug of Ichim—the first time at the camp
that he will make a clear, creditable Zabedeiro. when he cut with the blow of
record for himself and for the depart- the knout the face of Ivan Ogareff, the
ment as long as he shall hold this hi^h second time at Tomsk, when he was
office. He certainly has the good wishes condemned by the emir. They knew
of a multitude of friends including the therefore what to think of him and his
outgoing members of the Board of Agri- true position as courier of the cxar.
culture and their many supporters.
Michael Strogoff quickly took up his
As Secretary McKeen has just compart.
of
institutes
a
series
throughout
pleted
"Nadia," said he, "when that Frenchthe State, Commissioner Gilman will not
take up institute work for the present man and Englishman shall come on
but will devote his time to perfecting board beg them to come up to me."
His
his plans for future operations.
They were Indeed Harry Blount and
first endeavor will be to ascertain fully
Alcide Jolivet, whom not chance, but
the wishes of the farmers of the state,
the force of events, had conducted to
and having done so, he will complete
the
port of Llvenitchnala. Just as they
a
with
the
future
for
his arrangements
had led Michael Strogoff.
view to meeting them.
The reader knows that after having
Miss Winslow, who has been the able
assistant in the office for a number of been present at the triumphal entry of
years, will be retained for the present, at tne Tartars Into Tomsk they had gone
least.—Turf, Farm and Home.
away before the savage execution
which terminated the feast They had
GROW YOUR OWN CORN.
their old fellow traveler
How many farmers in New England no doubt but
had been put to death, and they were
are saying that farming does not pay.
How many are keepiug cows and selling quite unaware that he had been only
made blind by order of the emir.
cream at a little over S cents per space
aud paying the miller $1.45 per 100
Then, having procured horses, they
pounds for meal. How can they expect had abandoued Tomsk that very night,
in
that
I
agree with the fixed Intention of dating henceway.
farming to pay
with J. H. Hale when he says the farmforth their articles from Russian camps
and
interest
their
own
to
dead
ers are
of eastern Siberia.
a
there
New
Is
want waking up.
EngAlclde Jolivet and Harry Blount set
land farmer that says ho can't raise corn
forced marches.
for $1 per 100 pounds or lfess. If he out for Irkutsk by
can't he had better give his farm away. They had great hopes of outstripping
and most certainly they
What does a man get for his hay, cornsulks and labor from keeping cows and would hâve done so had not a third colbuying grain at these prices. We place umn unexpectedly made Its appearourselves too much at the mercy of the ance, havlug come from the southern
western farmers, who raise the corn.
provinces of the Yenisei. Like Michael
Why don't eastern farmers wake up Strogoff, they were cut off before havto
their
to
and be prepared this year
go
ing even reached the Dlnka. Hence
own corn cribs for feed instead of going
We they were again compelled to go down
to the bottom of their pockets.
have plenty of the best of land and a as far as Lake Baikal.
When they arrived at Llvenitchnala,
good climate. There is no grain crop
raised in the United States that cannot the port was already deserted. On any
be successfully grown in New England. other side It was Impossible for them
We can lead the nation if we only go to euter Irkutsk, which was Invested
about it with our eyes open.—Homeby the Tartar armies.
stead.
They had been there for three days,
blessWeeds have their use and are a
and very much embarrassed, when the
make
the
lazy raft arrived.
ing in disguise. They
man till the soil.
Many farmers look
The design of the fugitives waa comcultivate
and
a
nuisance
them
as
upon
municated to them. There was certhe soil largely to destroy weeds. Howtainly some chance of their being able
ever, a few of the elect are beginning tc
to pass during the night and penetrate
look upon cultivation as a means of obresolved
taining better crops, and the destruction into Irkutsk. They therefore
of weeds as a secondary object. A weed to make the attempt.
is merely a plant out of place; in some
Alcide Jolivet at once placed himself
places it may be timothy and clover, in In communication with the old mariner
THE

should at le ngth favor them, she would
bo In his arma, reciting to him the last
words of her mother, and nothing
should agaiu separate them.
The raft still moved on, unpercelved,
amid the mass of floating ice.
Cp to this time no Tartar detachment
had been slgualed on the high banks
of the Angara, and this indicated that

NEW

COURIER S
OP THE CZARi

1 THE

I

Feofar-Çhan.

On poot
or improperly prepared soils weeds cao
the
a
than
obtain
crop
stronger hold
a

planted,

choice garden flower.

and asked passage for his companion
and himself, offering to pay the fare he
fixed, whatever it might be.

they emphasize the
enriching the soil and of fitting
therefore

"Here one does not pay anything,"
gravely answered the old mariner,
"Oue risks his life; that Is all."
The twp Journalists embarked, and
Nadia saw them take their place In the

need of
it in the best known manner for tht
Thos<
crop which is to occupy it.
farmers who have land which they have
brought to a high state of cultivation dc
not complain bitterly of weeds.—Ν. Ε

fore part of the raft.
Harry Blount was always the cold
Englishman who had scarcely addressed a word to her during the whole JourAlcide
ney across the Ural mountains.
Jolivet seemed a little more grave than
usual, and one would acknowledge that
his gravity was justified by that of the

Homestead.

The apple will never be as much a
!
home upon the prairies of the West as ii
is in the eastern states; neither will ii
be as long lived. The heavier raiufal
and the greater humidity of the atmoa
phere in the east are every way mor<
favorable to tree growth than are th<
drier and more elevated plains of th< »
west. An apple tree a hundred yeart 1
old is no rarity in the state of New York
while one forty years old is a rarity ii
Wisconsin, Illinois or Iowa. Still th<
west will raise apples, and lots of them

J
[

circumstances.
Alclde Jolivet was then Installed on
the fore part of the raft, when he felt
He turned
a hand rest on hie arm.
round and recognlxed N'adla, the sister
of him who was no longer Nicholas
but Michael Strogoff, couif men will keep planting, the beet frui t Korpanoff.
the czar. A cry of surprise was
of
rler
o:
the
East
in
either
obtained
being
saw the
West from the trees under twenty yean ► about to escape him when he
old.
young girl place her finger on her Upe.
"Come." said Nadia to him.
If the dairymen and creamery men ο [
And. assuming an air of indifference,
New England are alive to their bes s
to Harry
a
interests, they will see to it that thi ι Alclde Jolivet, making sign
branch of farming i· pushed t< » Blount to accompany hie, followed her.

with moisture, then the land plaster dairy
its utmost.
takes it uj> and holds it for the soil.

I

But If the
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was great at meeting Nadia on
raft it was without limits when
perceived .Michael Strogoff, whom
could not believe to be still alive.
chael Strogoff had not moved at

that

they
they

Mitheir

rpproach.

"Look!

"Before an hour we shall be stop-

of pity was pictured
on the face of Alcide Jolivet and his

deep feelieg

ped !"

"If God wills it!" replied the old sail"Against his will nothing can be

companion.

or.

An instant afterward both of them,
seated ucar Michael Strogoff. warmly
shook his hands and waited for him to

done."

"You hear them?" said Alcide Jollvet.

"Yes," replied Michael Strogoff, "but
God is with us."

•peak.

"Gentlemeu," snid Michael Strogoff
In a low voice, "you must uot know
who 1 am nor what I came to do In Siberia. 1 beg you to respect my secret.
Do you promise me?"
"On my bouor," answered Alcide Jolivet.
"On my faith as a gentleman." added

Meantime the situation became more
If the raft once
and more serious.
ceased to make headway, the fugitives
would not only never reach Irkutsk,
but they would be obliged to abandon
their floating apparatus, which, crushed by the ice blocks, would not be long
lu sinking under the waters. The wil-

low bindings were already breaking,
the flr trunks, violently separated, were
becoming entangled under the hard
crust, and soon the unfortunate people
would have no other refuge than the
Ice Itself. Then, when daylight should
the
come, they would be perceived by

Harry Blount.
"Very well, gentlemen."

be of any use to you?" ask"Can
"Would you wish
ed Harry Blount.
us to help you to accomplish your
we

••ι

i>pof^r to act

The blocks of ice are thick-

ening ou the left!"
"Keep it off! Keep it off with your
boathook!"

is blind Γ-

task?"

line

#nd his men were saying.
"Guard there on the right!"

Alcide Joli vet bad turued himself toward the your·? girl.
"Gentlemen, he does not see you,"
"The Tartars have
en id the young girl.
bunied out his eyes! My poor brother
Α

come on a

Meanwhile It was necessary to maneuver with more care in the midst of
the ice. which was fast closing.
The old mariner rose up, and the muJiks took up again their boathooks.
All had as much as they could do. and
the management of the raft became
more and more ditiieult, for the bed of
the river wis becoming obstructed.
Michael btrogoff had moved softly to
the fore part of the raft.
Alcide J oil vet had followed him.
Roth listened to what the old sailor

By Jules Verne

Ν

others,

the raft had not as yet
with their outposts.

alone." said Michael

Tartars and massacred without pity.
Michael Strogoff returned to the back
part of the raft, where Nadia was waiting for him. Ile approached the young
girl, he took her hand and put to lier

Strogoff.

"But those scoundrels lmve burned
out your sight," said Alelde Jollvet.
"I have > adia. aud her eyes uufflce."
Half au hour later the raft, after
having left the little port of Llveuitchnala. was fairly lu the river. It was 5
o'clock In the evening. Night was fast
It would be very dark and
on.

that invariable question. "Nadia, are
as
you ready?" to which she answered
usual:

coming

uiu

runu.v.

For some versts more tlie raft continued to make Its way through the
floating lee. If the Angara should be
choked up with Ice, it would form a
barrier, and consequently it would be
to follow the current. Al-

was
very cold also, for the temperature
already below zero.
Alcide Jollvet and Harry Blount although they had promised Michael
Strogoff to keep his eecret, yet did not
leave his side. They spoke in a low
voice, aud the bliud man. putting what
he already knew to what they now told
him. was enabled to form an exact Idea

impossible
ready the passage

down the river was
At every instant there were
slower.
collisions, or time was lost by having
to make long turnings. Here tbey must
of the state of affairs.
He was certain that the Tartars were escape landing on the Ice; tbere tbey
actually investing Irkutsk and that the must take a narrow pass between itthree columns had already formed a in fine, many anxious drawbacks.
And now ouly a few hours of the
Junction. Oue could not therefore doubt
If the fugitives did
that the emir aud Ivan Ogareff were night remained.
not reach Irkutsk before 5 o'clock In
before the capital.
But why that haste to arrive there the morning, tbey must give up all
of the courier of the czar, now that the hope of ever euteriug there.
letter could no longer be reAt length, at half past 1, in sp:te of

emperor's

to the grand duke, aud
he did not even know Its contents? Alcide J olivet and Harry Blount could
no more understand than could Nadia.
Besides, they had not spoken of the
Alc'de
pnst up to the moment when
It his duty to say to
Jollvet

all their united efforts, the raft struck
against a thick barrier and stopped altogether. The ice which was floating
down the river east itself upon it and
forced it against the obstacle and licld
it motionless as if it had been driven

mitted by him

upon a reef.
At this place the Angara becomes uarrowed to net more than half its normal
breadth; hence the accumulation of ice
blocks, which were by little and little

thought

Michael Strogoff:

"We almost owe you some excuses
for not having shaken hands with you
before our separation at the posthouse
of Ichim."
a
"No; you had a right to believe me

piled one upon another under the action
of the double pressure, whic h was considerable. and of the cold, whose Incoward."
At 500 paces
Jollvet.
Alcide
"you
was redoubling.
added
tensity
"Anyhow."
and
have spleud'.dly whipped that villain, down the river again became wide,
litand he will carry the marks of It a long ice bloeks, detaching themselves by
tle and little from the lower edge of that
time."
down to Irkutsk,
"No. not a long time." simply answer I licld,continued to float
I hence It is probable that without that
ed Michael Strogoff.
the barrier won d
In half an hour after the departure narrowing of tbebanks
aud not have been funned.and the rait could
from Liveultchnala Alcide Jollvet
to descend the current.
Harry Blouut had heard all the details I have continued
Mi- I But the evil was Irreparable, and the
of the cruel trials through which
all hope of
chael Strogoff and his companion had fugitives had to give up
their journey. If
successively passed. They could uot reaching the end of
the tools
but openly admire an energy which the they had had at their disposal
to
devotedness of the young girl akue which the whalers usually employ
ir

equal. And of Mi- open out canals across the Icefields,
had formed the they had been able to cut this Held as
they
chael Strogoff
had been so far as the place where the river bewhich
very same opinion
the time would
well expressed by the czar at Moscow— came wider, perhaps
had been able to

not have been wanting, but not a single
which
saw, not a pickax, nothing with
to cut the crust, which the extreme cold
had rendered as hard as granite.
What should they do?
At that moment rille shots were lieara
A
on the right bank of the. Angara.
was directed upon
ble. The cliffs at not a great height shower of bullets
clouds the raft. Had the unhappy men been
were blended with those heavy
with
difficulty.
perceivedV Kvidently, for other detowhich they displaced
on the left bank.
At Intervals a breeze would come from nations resounded
between two lires,
the east aud seem to expire In that nar- The fugitives, caught
became a target for the Tartar marksrow valley of the Angara.
Some were wounded by these
The old mariner, lying down on the men.
in the midst of the
oe
hie
men.
although
balls,
near
raft
the
of
fore part
darkness
only fell by chance.
In
they
turning
great
cupied himself altogether
"Come, Nadia." whispered Michael
aside from the Ice blocks, a maneuver
of the young git I·
which he executed without making any Strogoff in the ear
Without making any observation,
noise.
for everything, Nadia took the
This drifting of the Ice, after all, was ready
11
Michael Strogoff.
of
as
hand
as
long
circumstance
a favorable
"1 am thinking of crossing the bardid uot oppose an insurmountable ob
foi rier" he said to her in a low voice.
stacle In the passage of the raft;
but let no one see us leave
Indeed this apparatus alone on the free "Guide me,
the the raft."
waters of the river would have run
Nadia obeyed. Michael Strogoff and
risk of being perceived even through
over the surface of
the thick shade, whereas It was now she glided quickly
that was broken
coufouuded with these moving masses the Icefield in a silence
the tiring.
din
the
there
and
and
here
by
all
and
sizes
ehapes,
all
of
on in front of Michael
produced by the grating of the blocks ; Nadia crept
Strogoff. The balls fell around them
drowned all other suspicious noise.
and crashed
There was a very keen frost The like a shower of hailstones
The surface of the field,
fugitives suffered dreadfully from It, upon the Ice.
made
not having auy other ehelter but some rugged aud with sharp edges,
still they kep
branches of the birch tree. They press their hands bleed, but
ed close to each other in order ιο bettei advancing.
Ten minutes afterward the lower
support the low temperature, which
had reached 10 de- border of the barrier was reacb®<i·
that

"In truth, he Is a man!"
At 8 o'clock at night, as the aspect
of the sky had forewarned them, an excessive darkness enveloped all the
would
country. The moon, being new,
not rise above the horizon. From the
middle of the river the banks were visi-

I

I

I

during

night

grees below zero.
Michael Strogoff and Nadia, lying
down at the back part of the raft, endured without complaint this additionFor a man who was reck
al

suffering.
oning soou to attain his end Michael
Strogoff seemed singularly calm. Be

sides, in the most grave situations his
A1
energy had never abandoned him.
ready be looked rorwari to the moment
when at last It. would be permitted hltr
ο)
to think of his mother, of Nadia,
himself. He only feared one last and
evil chance. It was leet the raft should
be absolutely stopped by a barrier ol
thick Ice before having reached Ir

kutak. He did not think of anything
but that being, moreover, decided if il
an
were necessary to attempt some
preme act of daring.
Nadia, refreshed by some hours of re
en
pose, had recovered that physical
beet
ergy which misery had sometimes
able to subdue without ever havlnj
She wai
shaken her moral energy.
thtniHng also that In caae Michael Stro
golf ahould make a new effort to attalr
hie end the must be there to guide him

There the waters of the Angara again
A few large blocks of
became free.
from
Ice. becoming by degrees detached
the field and floating with the current,
descended toward the town.
understood what Michael Stro-

Nadia
goff wished to attempt

She

saw oue

of those blocks of Ice that was only
held by a narrow tongue.
"Come," said Nadia.
or
And bcth lay down on this morsel

I Jin

Jlncient Foe

for recovery, and

sumption.

develops

into con-

my

i^rsuaded

Hood's Sarsaparilla

Before many hour·, If heaver j manently,

as

they have rid thousands.

τ

also knf»w tUit the suspicious eyes of
tbe president were upon him,and hence
the delicacy of his position. He hated
being "double faced." but he bad a
and
very comfortable niche indeed,
times were exceedingly hard in those

HE PASSING
OF MR. and MRS.
JOSEPH BRUDER

parts. He reflected with considerable
disgust that it was quite unjust that

i By Henry Irving Dodge.

he. who had no personal Interest in the
matter, should be the one upon whose
► shoulders the task of adjusting the afCopyright, lBOl,
fair should b·? thrust.
J
<4
Br Ilenrjr ΙττΙηκ Dodee.
That explains why Smith was perturbed upon the arrival of Mr. and
Bruder. It also explains
"Big Four" pulled Into Beaver Mead- Mrs. Joseph
was at the depot to meet
owe on the Rome-Watertown division, why he alone
It Is an axiom
nnd Joseph Bruder and bis wife got the distinguished pair.
comes to the
down from the passenger coach that i that good luck always
was a lazy man, which
Smith
of
rails.
"flats"
lazy.
six
behind
was trailing
of good luck
Bruder was six feet four and broad, accounts for the piece
on the morning of
and his wife was five feet and narrow. I which came to him
Mr and Mrs. Bruder.
Bruder carried a huge valise that cost the arrival of
Bab Armstrong's two-year-old baby
a dollar and had done service, also an
morbus a few
Mrs. Bruder wore mitts uud a boy bad died of cholera
ax.
before, and the sorrowing parIn
her
days
smile.
eyes
piquant
plaintive,
who were farmers, had put the
there was a standing apology for the ents.
in a simple pine box and
creaturr
little
seemed
This
sizes.
their
in
Never was he so near attaining his disparity
him down the road to be
be a sore point with the little wo- were sending
to
was
about
to
suche
I'e
that
end.
felt
burled In tin Armstrong family buryman, for she was ever on the alert An
ceed.
and ing ground at West Camden. The tiny
of
strangers,
the
glances
quizzing
Toward 2 o'clock In the morning a
was at that moshould stand apart and glance I morsel of humanity
double row of lights lit up the somber If one
of the
was sure to have ment resting in the freigbtroom
he
at
the
odd
couple
horizon on the two banks of the Anhis gaze arrested by a plaintive glance Beaver Meadows depot.
gara.
As Smith i mped down the platform
from the woman which said as plainly
On the right was the glare from the
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Bruder he
toward
of
fun
make
don't
"Please
as speech,
lights of Irkutsk, on the left the (ires
the open door of tbe
looked
through
us."
of the Tartar camp.
and got his Inspiration.
freigbtroom
man never bothered his head
the
But
Michael Strogoff was not more than
about what other folks thought. He Then he accteted Bruder.
half a verst from the city.
"Waltin* for Harris' team, ain't yer?"
was a woodchopper, and that's all lie I
"At last!" whispered he.
Bruder looked at his wife, and she
knew or cared. Next to his wife he
But suddenly Nadia gave a cry.
loved his ax. aud It used to be his said, "Yes."
At that cry Michael Strogoff rose up
"(Join' ter work on the Job, ain't
that he could put α keen enough
from the block, which became very un- pride
edge on it to shave with. He used to yer?"
out
toward
hand
His
stretched
steady.
Again Bruder looked at his wife, and
his cheek fondly against the purple
the head of V.ie Angara. His face, all lay
it aud call it his darling. again she said, "Yes."
and
blade
pat
blue
lights,
lit up with the reflections of
wr
*vr·
-w.ii. ι m rigni
And the ax seemed to understand him,
gifti d
became terrible to look at, and then, as
®f*
with quick delight said the
bark
would
it
for
though his eyes had been reopened to
fuslvely. "I toll yer, we've been bavin
arms swung it aloft and
his
when
giant
the light, he cried:
bite the tsaple aud bury its nose to the ereat coin's on arouo' here."
"Ah, God himself is against us!"
\gain Bru. or looked at his ^Ifo. and
point where the tempered steel joined
a-aln she said "Yes" softly and press[to BE continued.)
the softer stuff.
ed a little closer under the shelter of
wnen umuur goi uu uiu u.uu, >·«
looked around In a sort of inquisitive, his mtchtv thigh.
TAME FISH IN A RIVER.
"Between you and mo," continued
déliant way aud put Lis hand clumsily
A Traveler'* Story of What lie Sew
arouud liis wife and drew her shoulder the wily Smit h, "those woodchoppers ^
In I'pper Uurnin.
There was no I mean the Beaver Meadow felhrs.
over against his thigh.
When In camp the other (lay. I was one at the depot but the agent, a vet- he hastened to explain as a slight conriding through a village when the vil- eran In the business, the tenure of traction of Bruder's forehead warm d
lage headman asked me If I would like whose position was due to live toes him that any slur upon the raft nvou d
to see "the Hah." I, not knowing what that he had years before contributed not bo welcome—"don't know whett
the headman meant, at once went with to the annual list of accidents on the they're well off."
He paused, and Brudor looked at lus
him down to the banks of the stream, road.
Smith had heard that Bruder
followed by several villagers with was coming to take the place of one of wife, but she remained silent.
"Of course I ain't pot nothin against
baskets of sessanum and paddy mixed the striking woodchoppers, and it tilled
together. Then the thuggl railed "Lay, him with grave concern. Almost all of tbeM nun Inro, and » mar not .wnnd
lay, lay, lay," fur a few moments, his relatives belonged to the strikers, well corn In" from mc. me beta in be
when, lo ami behold, a large herd of and his sympathies were deeply with employ of this corporation, as ain t supseems
ngatwe, or big, short, flattish tish, them. On the other hnnd, It fell to hie posed tor show no partiality, but
uic those men is a little unreasonthe
to
came up Just under our feet and were
loyalty
show
ostentatious
lot to
as neither
Beaver Meadows was the able. Y'-r see." he went on
promptly fed by the Burmaus.
company.
The fish were amazingly tame and chief "woodiu' up" point of the road, Brudor nor his wife spoke. times a\
tolerated being stroked and petted l-'or miles the contiguous country yieldThere were In all about ed nothing from its stubborn soil save
even by me.
thirty-three of them, varying in size stunted beech and knotted maple.
men ought to been clad to get
from eighteen Inches to three and a
The president of the company that
re
half feet long, the larger ones having supplied the railroad with wood was steady employment. Of course they
really In the power of the companj,
a girth at the gills of about thirty inch- Smith's backer. Λ nod from him would
and t e
es.
They would go away and come have dislodged that worthy from the cos they ain't got no money,
a
him
afforded
that
back whenever they were called.
niche
comfortiible
The villagers told me—and 1 see no comfortable living. So Smith was beout that the big fellers is rnakin
His fi
reason to doubt what they say—that tween the devil and the deep sea.
these same fish come up against the heart was with the strikers, his inter- dead loads of money, and eotby
makes * big kick and goes on strlU.
monsoon tlood at the end of June and est with the company. That's why his
So
Hi.· company Jest sbnts dom wl
with
tilled
October
about
was
year.
mind
every
go away
usually placid
as th.it
They can recognize individual tish by perturbation when he beheld the lum- heard the superintendent say
of
marks, scars, etc., which they pointed bering form of Joseph Bruder and the they was goln' to start a process
com** 1 don't «»«
out to me.
diminutive wife alight from the ca- eWrvatlea. Of
that to go no further.
The Mon is nearly dry In the cold boose of Big I'our.
-Did the company treat the m η
and end of the hot weather, and the
Bruder Lad an arm as long as his
fact that these llsh return to this one wife's tougue aud could fell at a blow fair''" asked Mrs. Brudor.
aakl s'"""
com·!"· it «Id
village landing stage every year reg- either kind of jackass, human or
"
κ·
Vin't they got a right to pay their
ularly and never go to any other is brute. Mrs. Bruder was the brains of
:like ? Cool. tait
quite worthy of remark. Λ villager the outfit. She took charge of the money out any way they
if tiuy
who kills any of them lias to undergo money, when there was any, allowing these men pick up and leave
tobacco. Oth- didn t like it
a penalty of 1U shillings by common
for
enough
only
Joseph
.ir
"Most of these men has their nwn
On the
consent, and great care is in conse- erwise he was a teetotaler.
homes, hasn't they?" asked Mrs.
was deemed
couple
quence taken of them.
this
strange
whole,
The ngatwe of upper Burma is a a combination to be avoided. No one
from. On
they has." said Smith, "but If
thick
short,
rapidly
llsh, tapering
very
ever knew where they came
on this way they won t
has
they
keep8
was
to
the
tail,
silent,
from behind the gills
that score Bruder himself
Itiin
their homes
long feelers on both upper and lower with a persistency that defied all the Lave no one left In
ο
added as be walked toward
lip and lias no noticeable teeth. lie subtle lntluences of bucolic diplomacy.
in and
makes very good eating and has but Surmise said he was an ex-convict, flee· "Ye'd better come
not be hero
few bones. I have often hoard of tame and as chapter nnd verse of his past down Harris' team may
m.
llsh In tanks, but a herd of tame tish were not forthcoming this comfortable
tour is
in a monsoon river connected with the theory crystallized Into a very good ter meet the down train. ΒΙκ
fer it tor pass.
here
wait
in'
bizarre
a
Irawadi
is
phe- counterfeit of fact.
very
great
He adroitly halted ^e coupie ln
nomenon.—Burma Cor. London Field.
When the woodchoppers learned that
Sei- front of the open d.>or of the freight
Joe Bruder was coiulng to take Cy
be room, and Instantly the maternal ejβ
dell's job, they knew there would
ATTACKED BY A HERON.
of Mrs. Brudor caught the little collin.
determined
a
were
for
trouble,
they
-Whose is that?" she asked.
howthe
Bird
nntl
understanding,
an
Trie*
to
was
Cnptiire
Boy
lot There
"That's Cy Solden s babj,
no
III*
Lour·
Life.
although
Xenrly
ever, a sort of feeling,
"I've huuted everything from gray words had been spoken, that somehow
squirrels to grizzlies," said a veteran Smith would settle matters, and so
then back to Smith. ">\hataik
Philadelphia sportsman to a writer in It was determined that no one from
■he asked. "Cholera morbus.
the New York Times, "and the nearest among the strikers should meet Bruder
hie
Smith drêw closer and
I ever came to being seriously injured at the depot and attempt by moral or
voice a bit. "That's what tht> give
back.
him
time
was
one
turn
sort
of
to
force
game
muscular
by any
of „„,.·■ 1,0 .aid. "but between
when a wouuded bird attacked and
Smith knew what was expected
me it didn't have enough tir eai.
he
relatives;
and
kill
me.
to
tried
him by his friends
Juet tli'O Suiltli fonnd .add*»bnsb
to
down
"I was a boy then and went
ne«s In the ticket olDce, where he re
a creek that flowed through my father's
utalned until he heard the bootuing
farm to watch for a mink. It was early
the down train, when he wuit out oa
in the evening and a blue heron came
to the platform to pass up the mails,
and sat within tempting gunshot I
lie lingered for a moment and watchknew it would spoil my chances at
ed "Die Four" pull out from the βίαinI
didn't
and
mink to shoot the bird,
1ηκ; then he looked all around. There
tend to do It, but, kidlike, I raised tht
gun and took «lin Just to see how I
asked Jack
could kill It if I would. I lowered the
Lundy that night, while a half dozen
it
raiftcd
then
and
Every
again.
gun
strikers smoked and listened.
time I raised It I would touch the trig-I didn't do nothin', and l dont
It
I
touched
awhile
After
ger gently.
Τ iejr
know nothin'." snapped Smith.
I
startand
went
off
too hard, the gun
come and they've gone, ain t tne>
ed toward the heron, which was woundAmi then to modify
ed.
ever roedisoul continued In a tone that smacKt
I proper
"I thought It would bo a good echemc
suspiciously Of tenderness as he puff
do not thrive
If
to catch the bird and started to do so ? cine.
his pipe reflectively In the darkmss.
when Its bill shot out like a sledge
is ι ••Strange; I nscd to know tbos*Μ»
on their
hammer and struck me between the ι
ve irs ago—dhln t know It till tcrday
It
a
eyes. When I came to my senses,
was a good deal younger tlieothey
minutes
several
was dark, and It was
married, 1 guess tbo>
Just
to
where
longer before I could remember
tv noor-had a little baby that died I
I was or what had happened. A little
don't know, but folks atom.· tbere «aid
harder and the bird would have killed
the little thing died-cos It dldut
me. I shudder even yet when I think
get—enough—ter eat.'
what would have been the result If the
Then little by little those criet+of deep
anguish and of ferocious joy were lost
la the distance.
"Oh, those poor companions!" whispered Nadia.
For half an hour the current quickly
carried along the block of ice which
was bearing Michael Strogoff and Nadia. At every moment they feared that
they might sink under the water. Being caught in the stream, it followed
the middle of the river, and it would
not be necessary to give it an oblique
direction until there was question of
making for the quays of Irkutsk.
Michael Strogoff, with his teeth set
and his ears ready to catch the least
sound, did not utter a single word.
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Babies and children need
food, rarely
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bill had struck one of my

eyes."

The AnakcnlnK.

man on earth has Just
been located. Ills mind had been wandering with fever for three weeks, and
when he came back to his senses and
opened his eyes he saw a fair face under a white cap bending over his pil-

The meanest

low:
"Who—who are you?" he gasped.
"I'm the trained nurse."
"The trai led nurse! Oh, good Lord:
And how much am I paying you?"
She told him. and he turned his henu,
groaning in the soreness of his affliction. A few moments later, though, his
face lit up with a flash of hope. "But
I'm back in my right mind now,

To health and happiness is Scrofula—
as ugly as ever since time immemorial.
It causes bunches in the neck, dis- ain't I?''
figures the skin, inflames the mucous
"Why, yes; I think you are."
membrane, wastes the muscles, weak"All right, then," with fierce exultaof tion. "I
ens the bones, reduces the power
give you notice for tonight!"—
resistance to disease and the capacity New York Commercial Advertiser.

«A bunch appeared on the left sldeot
neck. It caused great pain.
and became a running eorc. I went Into a
to try
general decline. I was
Hood's Sarsaparllla, and when Ï had taken
Bot at the time that she waa approach six bottles my neck was hcftled. and I have
wai I never had any trouble of the kind since.
ing Irkutsk the Image of her father
Ohio.
In her mind. 8h< I Mil. Κ. T. Snyder, Troy,
more
vividly
pictured
froa
saw him In the Invested town, far
those he cherished, bnt—for she did
in
and Pills
not doubt It—struggling against the
vaders with all the daah of hia patriot 1 will rid you of it, radically and per-

surprUe of thejouroallet· lam.

Ice, which a slight rocking loosened
from the barrier.
The block began to make Its way
down the river. The river Itself became wider, and the route was free.
Michael Strogoff and Nadia could
bear the firing of guns, the cries of distress, the shouts uf the Tartars that
made themselves heard up the river.

IJirthplace.
No matter where a man was born,
of
be swells up and claims to be proud
it There Is no way of knowing If the
favored spot reciprocates the feeling.—
The

San Francisco Bulletin.

I'alnful All Around.

Dumlelgh—It

was an

awful trial for

speech tonight.
Mlldmay—Don't mention It, old boy;

me to

make that

of
Just think what the rest
fered.

us

sof·

S<°EH0bSp

It Wn«

COD LIVER OIL

W/TH HYPOPHOSPHITES ofLUE ^ SODA

will

generally

correct this

difficulty.

If you will put from onefourth to half a teaspoonful

: :

in

baby's bottle three or four

times a day you will soo.t see
a marked improvement. For
larger children, from half to
a

teaspoonful, according

to

age, dissolved in their milk,,
if you so desire, will very
soon

show its

great nourish-

If the mother's
milk does not nourish the

ing power.

baby, she needs the emul-

sion. It will show an effect
at once both upon mother
and child.
50c. and (i.oo, all druggists.
SCOTT & BOW Ν Ε, Chemists, N«w York.

_

;

a

Dream.

When a certain divine was a younger
man and chaplain at the University
of Pennsylvania, like other ministers
who (Hied that |>osltion he was much
troubled over the apparent lack of attention from the students during tho
morning exercises in the chapel.
The exercises hardly ever continued
for more than fifteen minutes, tfcmie
of the students were in the habit of
taking their Looks into the chapel and
studying then} during the services to
mako up for their tardiness of tho
nh'bt before in not preparing their leesons.

Tho young chaplain was desirous of
breaking up the habit, so one morning
preceding his customary livo minutes'
address he spoke as follows:
"Young gentlemen, last night I
dreamed I was here in the chapel addressing you. And as I spoke I saw
every eye fixed upon me. every man

attentive, while In all the chapel there
was not a Look opened, and then I
knew It was a dream."
Wbut He Smelted.
"I smell something burning," said
the husband after he had lighted his
pipe and settled back in the easy chair
for a comfortable smoke.
"Isn't it delicious?" exclaimed his
wife Joyously. "I emptied a whole lot

of rose leaves Into your tobacco Jar.*"—
Ohio State Journal.
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SOUTH PARIS, MAINE, JAN. 14, 1902.
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Editor· «ad

PARIS HILL.

FORBES,!

Proprietor·.
A. B. r»un.

G«mes M. atwood.

Terms
$1Λ) a rear If paid strictly In advance.
Othcrwl*) #2.ot) a year. Single copie· i cent».
iDTimanuTi:- AU legal advertisement·
•re given three consecutive Insertion· for tlJO
per locii In length of column. Special contract·
made «lût local, transient and yearly advertiser».

Joa Puirrue .-—Sew type, fast prase·, steam
power, experienced workm η and low price·
combine to make this department of our business complet· and popular.
IL1VLE COPIES.

Single Copies of the Democrat are four cent·
each
They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
jingle copies of each Issue have been placed on
sale at the following places In the County :
South Γ arts,
1'arUn's Drug Store.
Shurtleff's Drug Store.
Norway,
Noye·' Drug Store.
Stone'· Drug Store.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
BuckHeld,
Α. F. Lewis, Insurance Office.
Fryeburg,
farts Ulll,
Mrs. Harlow, 1'ost Office.
West Parts,
Samuel T. White.

Oxford
and

County Court Directory j
County Officers for
1901-2.

Supreme Judicial

Court.

Term* for 1901.

St»X>nd Tuesday of February.
Second Tuesday of October.
Term, for 1902.
Tuesday of March.
Second Tuesday of October.
Second

Probate Court.

Third

At So· Mi Pari*.
Tuesday of each month except August.

Mi st

Tuesdays

At

Fryebcrg.

of June and December.

At Ramford Falls.
February, second Tuesday
of August, second Tues-

Second Tuemlay of
of Mav,
day or November.

thlrd'Tuesday

Court of

County

j

Commissioners.

At South Ρiris.

Regular sessions:—Second
First Tuesday of September.
December.

Tuesday of May.
Last Tuesday of

County Commissioners.

___

Job· M. Phllbrook, Chairman,
Jonathan Bart le a,
Randall L. Tay lor,

Bethel.

East Stoueham.
Mexlco

J

County Officers.

Whitman, South Paris, Cl'k of Courts,
f
Bethel.
County Attorney,
ΐ
South Parts. Register of Deed's.
îî*?.Beal1·Kryeburg,
,*** Batlar-I,
iKi kley
Register of lH>eds, (Western District.)
A<ldlaon I· Merrick. Beihel, Judge of Probate
D.
Albert
Park. South Pari·., Register of Probate,
l.eorge M. Atwood, South Paris. County Treas.

Charles Κ

James R. Tucker. South Parts, Sheriff and Jailer.

Deputy

Henry E. Hammond,
James L. Parker.
Thad>leu» Cro··,
Albert P. Bassett.
Cyrus M. Worm ell.
George G. Shirley.
Edgar L. Flint.
Jame· W. Chapman*
Walter C. Bassett.
Don A. Gates,
Ronetlo A. Barrows,
Α. Γ. Warren,
Harris L. Elliott,
John F. Da via,
Ml'ten Penley,
Fred A. Porter.

|

Sheriffs.
Parle.

Crier,

Norway.
Norway.
Norw»».
Bethel.

Fryeburg.

East Hiram_

Vortei'

^Lovell.
Dix Held.

Canton.

Bucktteld.

Rumford Falls.

Brldgton

Bethel.
Rum ford fall·.

Walerford.
Bryant's Pond.

) Addison E. Holt,
Wellington Bird,

COMING EVENTS.
Feb. 4.—Oxford
Pond.
NEW

Pomona

Grange,

Bryant's I

AOVKRT1SEMENTS

Cure your cough.
A Few More Hats at Cost.
Roa<1 Taxes In Unincorporated
County Commissioners' Bills.
Barren Cows.
Announcement.
For Sale.
Prospectus of Eastern Argus.
Petition for Discharge.
HERE AND

Townships.

THERE.

pulpit

BaptUt Church, Ββτ. H. H. Btohop.
Preaching every Sunday at 11 A. M.
Sun-lay School at » M. Sabbath Evening Ser
vice at 7:90 r. u. Prayer Meeting Thursday
evening at 7 SO r. m.
Universal!*! Church: Sunday School every
Sunilay at 11 A. m.
The first lvceuiu of the lyceum association of the grammar school will be
held at the school room Tuesday evenis as
ing. The question for discussion
to the comparative value of steam and ing.
An admission fee of five
Mrs. F. E. Rand went to South Paris
electricity.
cents will be charged.
to speak in the interests of
Thursday
Newton Cumminge, who was shot two missions.
months since, is recovered sufficiently
Mr. Irving Clark has returned to New
so that he rode out, for the first time York,
having spent the holidays; with
week.
last
since the accident, one day
his mother and sister.
reHe is gradually though very slowly
The household goods of Rev. Arthur
gaining the use of his legs, and may be Varley were sent to Winslow Saturday,
even
make
to
where he is to begin his labors Jan. 19.
regarded as fortunate
slow progress. Since the wounds healed
Friday evening the students of Gould
distinct
marks,
eighty- Academy held a social in the gymnaso as to leave
which
counted
been
have
shot
three
sium, which proved to be a very pleaswent into his back.
ant affair.
The senior class of Paris High School
Rev. Mr. Wilder supplied the Congrewill present the drama "T'riss," which
pulpit Sunday, Jan. 12.
gational
The Bethel people are to have a rare
they have played with such good success, at Academy Hall next Saturday treat in the exhibition of Mrs. Jarley's
Shaw s Wax
evening, under local auspices.
Figures at Odeon Hall Thursday
Orchestra will furnish music, and will evening. Miss Mary Selden McCobb has
after
a reputation that needs no comment,
play for a short order of dances
the play. Admission 25 and 15 cents; and to say she is to impersonate Mrs.
The
play Jarley is sufficient to assure a large audancing 25 cents per couple.
is a good thiDg, and every one should dience. This is also a benefit for the
$€4} it.
Bethel Library, and this should arouse
Mrs. Charles A. Mason and child of an interest in every intelligent person,
Auburn have beea visiting relatives here who realizes what a benefit the coma few days.
munity receives from this library of
Rev. W. W. Hooper will preach at the books selected from the very best. LoyUniversalist church again next Sunday alty to the interests of one's own village
at the usual hour.
is the first duty.
Mt. Abraiu Lodge of Odd Fellows has
PRYEBURG.
elected the following officers:
Rev. Ε. II. Abbott has returned from
N. U.—Rufue Skllllng·.
New York where he has been for three
V. U.—Fritz J. Tyler.
Rt Sec —Charles Mason.
weeks. The members of his society
Kin. Sec.—A. L. Frost.
at
receiving a letter
were surprised
Treat·
S. J. French.
tendering his resignation as pastor of
the First Congregational church of Fryefive
BRYANT POND.
burg, which position lie has held
Outlook while
There have been a number of severe
years. He is to edit the
his father, Dr. Lyman Abbott, wife and cases of the mumps about town in the
past two weeks. Most of them are condaughter, take a trip to Europe.
but still there are more who
There was a public installation of
officers at Red Men's Hall Thursday are liable to have them.
Franklin Grange held its annual public
night followed by a social dance.
Mrs. Leard from Steep Falls and her installation in the forenoon of Saturday,
daughter Reba are boarding at the Ox- Jan. 4th. The officers were installed by
Past Master J. L. Bowker, assisted by
ford.
Mr. Charles Smith has put in his year's Sister Lillian Luxton. Dinner was servsupply of ice cut from Lovewell's Pond. ed in the dining hall, and in the afterMrs. E. J. Brackett was called to noon an entertainment consisting of
Walt ham by the death of her sister's music and readings was enjoyed by all.
Lake
The officers of Christopher
husband. Mr. Mainard.
The Woman's Club met last Friday. Commander}* were pub icly installed by
The meeting was under the auspices of D. G. C., G. L. Stephens, assisted by P.
Miss Mary Woodward. Art and Drama D. G. C., Ellen E. Bowker, and D. G.
A quartettte sang, W. H., Charles Hill, and S. G. C. Mabel
were the subjects.
After the installation of
composed of Mrs. Went worth, Mrs. Cushman.
Pike, Miss Hattie Pike and Miss Susan officers a programme consisting of music
Walker.
by Mrs. Henry Brown, Mrs. James Day,
The dramatic club, composed of the Mrs. Harry Estes and Mr. Charles Hill,
to
went
and readings by Miss Minna Bowles of
senior class at the academy,
Conway to give their play, Tony, the Lewiston, was carried out and enjoyed
Convict.
by the company. The officers installed
The annual business meeting of the were :
Congregational church was held at the S. C.—G L Stéphane.
V. C.— Eletta Mann.
vestry Friday afternoon.
HeraM—Lee Rowe.
K. of R.—Harry Day.
LOVELL
F. K. of R.—Ned I. Swan.
C. K. Chapman has been to the lumTreae.—A. L. Rowe.
Prelate—Effle Peverley.
ber camp of Fox Jfc LeBaron at Sebago
0. U.—Dana Dudley.
for a few days. Although but little
1. U —Martha Dudley.
P. N. C.—Ulbbe Wyman.
snow, they are doing quite a business.
The telephone wire has been run to
The officers of Evergreen Assembly,
the residence of Dr. Noyes and an inPythian Sisterhood, will be publicly instrument put in.
stalled Wednesday evening, Jan. 15.
Adelbert Stanley has gone to Sebago After the installation there will be an
to work for Fox A LeBaron.
social
entertainment followed by a
Will II. Farrington has contracted to dance.
Jfc
draw timber from the land of Charles
Post office Inspector, Edwin A. Niess,
True in Albany to North Lovell.
of Waterville, inspected the office here
Dauiel McAllister has bought some
Wednesday afternoon, and complimenttimber of Alvin Grover and will draw it ed Postmaster Bowker
very highly on
to Keazar River.
his way of conducting the business, reThe officers of Keazar Valley Lodge,
porting everything satisfactory.
No. tfti. I. O. O. P., were installed SaturMrs. Thomas Day is visiting her
day evening by D. I). G. M. W. O. daughter in Lewiston.
M.
G.
as
McAllister
Brown with Edgar
Mrs. Annie Day attended the installaand E. O. McAllister Grand Warden; F. tion of Onward
Degree Lodge of ReG.
W.
Grindell
J.
G.
L. Harriman
T.; bekahs at West Paris Tuesday evening.
S.;
Ε. II. Witham Grand Guardian. The
The remains of Miss Lena Porter were
officers are as follows :
afternoon from
here
mt
Pastor.

valescent,

v. G.-D H. Wiley.
V. G.—G. A. Kimball.
R. S.—C. K. « hapman.
r. S.-U. W. Rue ell.
Treaa.—J« hn Farrington, Jr.
W'anlen—J. W. Howe.
Con.—Ν. B. Dre-eer.
I. G.—C. M. Karrlnjçton.
O. G.—I*asc Davl#.
R. S Ν G.—Ε. Η. Wltham.
L S Ν G.—Λ. M. Pottle.
R. S V. G.—Melien Kntmun.
I,. S. V. G.—W. O. Brown.
R. S. S.—K. J. Soyes.
L. S. S —J. F. Stearns.

It is true that we read of railroad
disasters in the daily papers almost every
morning, and some people have acquired
a fancy that railroad travel is dangerous.
But let us look at the latest summary of
The officers of Delta Lodge, F. and A.
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
M., were installed Thursday evening by
According to the statistics given in that, D.
D. G. M., T. L. Eastman, assisted by
the "average man" in America must
Frank Hill as G. M. and S. O. Wiley
have traveled as a passenger a little less
G. C. The officers are as follows:
than 4.000,000 miles in a year in order to
W. M
Janie* H. Walker.
over
some
and
64,000,000
injured,
get
S. W —Geo. Mar»ton.
la Maine, accordmiles to get killed.
.1. W.-J. W. Grlmlell.
E. L. Bell.
Sec
ing to the report of the railroad comTrvaa—J. A. Farrlngtou.
missioners for the year ending June 30,
S. D.-F. C Davie.
1901, one must have traveled as a pasJ. V —Frank Harmon.
S. S-G. W. Walker.
senger 7,503,390 miles before he would
J. 3.-F.C. Walker.
and might have
have been injured,
Mar.—G. H. Moore.
traveled 151,207,811 miles without getTyler—C. H Brown.
all.
at
killed
ting
An oyster and pastry supper was served at the residence of Ε. N. Fox to which
to
are
made
being
a hundred sat down.
Arrangements
liberate Geronimo and his band of 300
EAST SUMNEH.
for
been
who
have
prisoners
Apaches,
There is the greatest amount of teams
twelve years. Geronimo has, by special
arrangement, been one of the star at- coming into the place for years, and
tractions of the Indian Congress which what is now quite unusual, two or three
exhibited at the Pan-American Expo- ox teams.
Lots of hemlock and spruce growth is
sition. If the old chief has one-quarter
the ability and generalship attributed to now cut into pulp wood instead of being
him by the spokesman of the show, he sawed into lumber.
Farmers are harvesting their ice.
is as bad a man to have Λ large as
Frank Barrett, Àlvin Robinson and
Aguinaldo.
others are using cream separators with
By this
satisfactory results.
very
Political gossip of enterprising Washprocess less ice is required and they
Mr.
ington correspondents represents
claim more cream is secured.
Littleticld as likely to receive an early
The exorbitant rates for stock feed
of
bench
the
to
the
United
appointment
takes much of the profit of dairying this
While such a
States Supreme Court.
winter. Many are feeding much less
suggestion is a deserved tribute to the provender on this account.
legal ability which Mr. Littletield has
displayed, it is authoritatively stated
NOKWAV LAKE.
that he has no ambitions in that direcMrs. C. W. Partridge slipped and fell
tion, and that he is neither seeking nor on some ice
Monday. She is quite lame
desiring the honor of such an appoint- and hurt her head quite badly.
ment.
The Mothers' Club met with Mrs.
—

Hall Wednesday.
The next
meeting will be with Mrs. W. S. Partridge Jan. 22. The officers elected are:
Winnie

"Wireless" wonders continue to multiply with startling rapidity—"in the air,"
Pree —Mr». Ella Perry.
that is. Marconi's manager asserts that
Vice Free —Mrs. Winnie Hall.
commercial wireless service will be in
dec.—Mrs. Winnie Pottle.
operation between England and America Trea· Mn». Maud Wood.
within six months; and a Kentucky inThe new officers of the Y. P. C. S. E.,
ventor declares that he has solved the
recently elected, are:
wireless
of
telephony.
practical
problem
Pre».—Maud Partridge
He has perfected an apparatus for sendLizzie Laaeelle
Vtce-Pree
Sec— Kwd Perry.
ing and receiving vocal messages through
Trea·.—Evelyn Partridge.
the electrical envelope of the magnetic
field of the earth. Ile says that a transNORTH 9UCKFIEL0.
mitting apparatus of no gigantic magniThe creamery men in our section are
tude may be placed at some central part
their ice now.
of the United States, with proper earth housing
The lumber teams are busy now in
connections, and the signal service Hashour section.
ed simultaneously to all parts of the
Mrs. Belle Swallow is at East Sumner
country, and that at a cost of a few dolfor her mother again.
lars each home in the land may be caring
I. D. Fuller has bought another piece
equipped with a receiving apparatus, of real estate.
and thus, with the earth connection, reBad colds are prevailing in our section.
ceive the weather forecast and other
Gideon Hammond is in the lumber
It sounds like an irinews of the day.
business this winter. He has five or six
descent dream, and yet it would be no
men at work for him cutting and haulstranger than many other things we
from the Charles Thayer lot.
have witnessed in the past few decades. ing
Mr. Nelson Sturtevant of Turner has
been
PERSONAL·
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Mert
Warren, the past week.
Wm. E. Damon lias gone to Portland
Francis A. Fox of Kezar Falls was
this week.
chosen Oxford County vice-president of
E. D. Heald's wood choppers have
the Maine Democratic Club at its meetbroken camp and left.
ing in Auburn Wednesday. W. W. Hastings of Bethel was chosen treasurer of
NORTH PARIS.
the club.
2702 pieces of mail were distributed
The prwvis'eCTÎ list of commencement
on the free mail route
during December.
speakers of Bowdoin, as announced by
There will be an all day meeting of
the faculty Wednesday, contains the
West Paris Grange Jan. 11. The instalnames of two Oxford County students,
lation of officers will be in the afternoon.
Robert S. Benson of Snow's Falls and
Rev. and Mrs. D. B. Dow called on
Erwin G. Giles x>f East Brownfield.
Mr. Dow'e parents Jan. 7. They came
from Old tow η to attend the funeral of
MRS. EDWARD HAMLIN.
Mrs. Dow's father, Kingman Churchill.
Mrs. Edward Hamlin died at her home
Charles Starbird is drawing lumber to
in Boston Saturday, Jan. 4. Before marWest Par if with two two-horse teams.
riage her name was Helen Hamlin, and Charles Buck is driving one of the teams.
she was the daughter of Dr. Augustin
Mr. F. P. Joy and Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E.
C. Hamlin of Bangor, who has done and
Field and child went to Norway Jan. 5.
is doing so much for Paris Hill. She
Mrs. Carrie Page returned to Lewiston
was the "beautiful Helen of Maine'' of
Jan. 10.
Longfellow's poem, "The Iron Pen,"
written in June, 1879, some three years
Mrs. Silver is stopping at her father's,
before Longfellow's death.
W. H. Child's.
Oscar Kimball has gone to Hartford
The city of Ellsworth is enforcing the (
collection of taxes by threatening to pro- ! to work for Mr. Silver.
F. A. Dunham has been away packing
ceed against the bondsmen of the coi- I
lectors unless a certain amount is turned ipples for F. L. Barrett.
Deacon Dunham has been in very poor
in at a certain time. The reason for this
health for several week·.
'·
—

—

*'·"

BETHEL.
Rev. Mr. Conley of Woolwich, Maine,
at the Congregaoccupied the
tional church Sunday, Jan. 5.
Mrs. Hamilton, wife of Rev. Alexander Hamilton of Mechanic Falls, has
been calling on friends in Bethel the
past week.
Mrs. Calvin Bisbee was called to West
Paris by the death of her father, Mr.
K. Churchill.
Mr. Fritz Tyler has sold out his blacksmithing business to Mr. Eben Barker.
Mrs. Olive Grover, widow of the late
Mr. Almon Grover, died at her home on
Funeral services
Grover Hill Friday.
were held at her late home Sunday
afternoon, Rev. Arthur Varley officiat-

brought

Wednesday

Lewiston, for interment in Lakeside
Miss Porter was granddaughter of Mrs. Christina Felt Proctor.
Mrs. Pearle Muller of South Waterford is stopping with her people for a
short time.
Mr. and Mrs.Kilbon Perham have gone
to Massachusetts for their annual visit to
their son and daughter.
Dana Whitman of Framingham, Mass.,
has been visiting friends here.
Miss Liaa Farrar still remains a great
sufferer.
Mrs. Eleanor Whitman is in very poor
health this winter.

Cemetery.

ALBANY.
Round Mountain Grange installed offilast Saturday, Roy G. Wardwell,
W. M., Mrs. Α. Ε. K. Grover, Lecturer,
Lilla G. Cummings, Sec. We have not
learned who the other officers were, but
of course they were of the best.
Henry Rugg has commenced on his
job of drawing spruce pulp wood from
the late Leonard Cummings farm to
Bethel, for Amos L. Bean.
C. A. Grover has already yarded out to
the corner twenty-five corde from the
same lot, which he is to draw to Bethel.
Amos L. Bean is in Lewiston this
week on business.
Howard Allen cut by hand sixty cakes
of ice, 14 χ 16 inches, and sixteen inches
thick, in just 60 minutes by the watch.
We shall consider him the champion ice
cutter until further notice.
Simon Grover and wife called on his
brother, Carter A. Grover, Thursday,
and Simon bought a cow of A. G. Bean.
A. S. Cole lost a nice shoat this week;
found him dead in the sty.
He thinks
some broken glass must have got in the
swill.
Arthur Grover, who has a position
with Fred A. Johnson of Boston as
purchasing agent, spent Sunday with his
He has just
father, Chas. Grover.
secured four car loads of apples of £li
Stearns of Bethel.
Frank E. Bean is drawing wood to
Bethel for A. G. Bean. He makes both
ends meet, as the old eaying is, by taking back ice from Songo Pond. Last
night he brought fourteen cakes up
Hunt's Hill with one pair of horses. Ice
cut 14 χ 16 inches. Frank says he can
bring fifteen just as well.
John Grover, who has been cutting
spruce pulp for Amos Bean, goes Monday to Rumford to work for Scribner
Bros., in their birch mill.
Ν. M. Scribner also goes the same day
to the same mill to run a butter.
Abel Andrews is getting in his ice from
Hutchinson Pond.
W. W. Bird has commenced drawing
pulp wood to Bethel. He has two teams
cer»

BUCKFIELD.

Quartermaster—Thoe. Seavey.
Officer of the Day—John Stuart.
name, is busy.
Officer of Guard—Wm. Morton.
Another snow storm of one inch fall
Sergeant Major—A. Gray.
on the 7th inst., now making ten inches
Quartermaster Sergeant—Sidney Bowe.
instead of nine, providing it hasn't set*
The Brownfleld Library Association
The teamsters in some places
tied any.
a meeting the past week, and voted
held
much.
as
twice
would like to see about
to become an incorporated body.
has
Deacon S. B. Cummings
slightly
Mrs. Paris Rowe was badly bitten by
recovered from his rheumatism, so that
a cat upon the wrist last Sunday, requirhe can now get about the room with the
ing medical treatment
help of a cane.
The Portland Star Match Company
We are glad to learn that Mrs. Harry
are looking over several tracts of pine
Cole is so much better as to be able to
land, contemplating the purchase of the
call on the neighbors.
same.
a
severe
Chas. B. Brooks has had
The help of S. J. & F. R. Staples have
attack of neuralgia in his head, but is
been enjoying a week's vacation.
His
so as to be out at this writing.
Mrs. Fannie Burnell is visiting reladaughter Fannie has mostly recovered tives at North Fryeburg and Cold River.
from the grippe.
Miss Alice demons is visiting her
But the most afflicted family at presat Hiram.
ent seems to be that of Nelson Lapham. parents
Miss Myrtle Day is spending a few
A letter from his daugher, Lois L., of
days among friends in Porter.
recent date says: "Father isn't as well
Large quantities of ice are being taken
as he was a month ago, but is more comfrom Burnt Meadow and
Bradbury
fortable than he has been a part of the
which is of first class quality.
I think four weeks ago to-day Ponds,
time.
Webster Chute of Casco is loading a
was the last time he had his clothes on.
car of gray birch hoops here at the
Mother was prostrated with sickness
three days the first of the week, but is depot.
Miss Mary Griggs is very sick at her
Elmer has been sick
now convalescing.
home with pneumonia.
for a week with an abscess in his throat."
Mrs. £. A. .6. Stickney of Boston is
Say, don't be in a hurry about selling
here among friende.
visiting
if
in
It
is
rubber.
old
value,
rising
your
last Sunday
Mrs. Charles Durgin
There
wood.
than
faster
pulp
possible,
her family with a 9 1-2
was a peddler along
here, recently, night presented
son.
Charlie is up to the crazy
offering 5 cents a pound for it, and pound
and
would pay the cash for it if goods were house in Worcester, Mass., as nurse,
no doubt he will feel tickled when he
not wanted.
another week to send in a hears of it.
We

hope by

of a Revolutionary soldier for pubOENMARK.
lication, and think it will be not only of
D. D. 6. M. Sands of Pearl Rebekah
local but of general interest.
Lodge of Browniield installed the officere
As those items close the sun shines of
Silver Lodge Thursday evening in a
take
and
and
all are glad
courage.
out,
very able and pleasing manner. About
40 brothers and sisters of Pearl Lodge
WEST 8ETHEL.
A bountiful supper was
were present.
"It le the Winter of the year!
O'er burled flowers the enow rifts lie;
provided. Officers installed were:
Thn storms have veiled with ashen gray
N. G.—Mrs. Addle Wentworth.
The blueness of the Summer sky ;
V. G—Mrs. Ada Gray.
No bro»ke in babbling ripples ran,
R. S.—Mrs. Anna Purlngton.
No birds art· singing In the hedgt,
F.S.-Mre. Ella Allen.
No violet» nodding In the sun,
Hattle Jones.
Treae.—Mre.
Beside the brooklet's frozen edge,
Yet unto leafless, broken boughs.
Mr. Herbert Wentworth is reported as
The rreenest mosses closelv cling.
very sick.
And near stern Winter's stormy verge
The following officers of Denmark
Float soft, prophetic airs of Spring."
No. 50, I. O. O. F., were installed
Roadbreakere are having but little to Lodge,
Tuesday evening by D. D. 6. M. Buzzell
do this winter.
of Fryeburg:
snow here for
We have

diary

just enough

the best of sleighing.
Edgar R. Briggs lias returned home
from South Paris.
George W. Briggs of Greenwood was
id this village one day last week.
Ε. H. Morrill of Mason has two teams
hauling bark to this station.
Wesley Dennis has returned to this
village, and will work in the mill.
Miss Flora J. Wheeler has gone back
to her school duties in Jefferson, Ν. H.
A. B. Tyler of Northwest Bethel made
and visited other
us a call last week,
friends on this side of the river.
W. A. Farwell continues to furnish
the people of this village with milk, and
lias recently bought another cow.
Mrs. Jane Wheeler has closed her
house, and has gone to live with her
married
daughter, Mrs. I. Wallace
Mason.
HEBRON

A. M. Richardson is at home from
Fort Williams till work reopens in the

spring.

Mrs. Cornelia Moody is visiting at the
old homestead.
Mr. EI. T. Glover, who has been laid
up from a fall, is gaining slowly, and
hopes to be about in a short time.
Mr. Ezra Marshall is much better than
at last week's writing.
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs is more comfortable.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur George are gainMr. George is now so he goes
ing.
around the house.
W. A. Bartlett is having lumber sawed
for a stable, which he intends to build
next spring.
Mr. Bartlett has made
great improvements in the buildings on
his place since he bought a few years

G .—Geo. Wentworth.
G —Fred Alexander.
S
G. H. Berry.
8.— lames R. Ingalle.
Treae.—Ν. 8. Thorn es.

N.
V.
R.
F.

—

The Lend-a-IIand Club will give an
old folks* dance Friday evening, the
17th. All the old dancers and the young
are

invited.

EAPT WEBRON.
Our sick ones remain with but little
change in health. Colds are quite prevalent.
Skating has been very fine for one
week and has been well improved by the
young and some not young.
On Jan. 6th in parish meeting Rev. L.
D. Tibbetts sent in his resignation tu
take effect the 1st of April. The matter
was placed in the hands of the prudential
committee.
F. £. Whiting has plenty of business
with his haypreee in this vicinity of late.
Loads of pulp bolts are being hauled
to the station in abundance of late.
Dairymen are now cutting and packing ice. In eome places it cuts 16 inches,
in other places 21 inches. It is said
to be unusually heavy and clear so far.
H. A. Record has been unable to work
for a few days but is out again.
The extreme cold has entered some
cellars and the vegetables have frozen

badly.

A number have sold their hens on account of the rise in grain this season.
The report is they cannot make them

pay·
The Grange are preparing for a
dramatic entertainment in the neai
future.
Joseph Merrill has returned from
Buckficld. Being too far from church
to attend, he was unwilling to remain
ago.
The death of Rev. A. C. Herrick of there.
The thoughts of life in the sunny
Sacramento comes to us as a personal
We have known him since he was South are very pleasant these cold days
loss.
a young man here at school, and for and nights.
five years Mr. and Mrs. Herrick were
BhOWNFIELD.
our nearest neighbors. We have nothing
Hauling ice seems to be the principal
but the most pleasant recollections of
business just at this time in this village.
both.
Among those who are sick are Mise
MASON
Mary Griggs, with pneumonia, Mr. and
Fannie Westleigh spent the afternoon Mrs. Charlee Fessenden, Mrs. Frank
recently with lier aunt, Mrs. Robert Feesenden J. L. Frink, Mrs. Sarah Harn-

M.

Dirigo Telephone

Co. has been

Two of the

principal

business

passed away Jan. 8, after- a long
distressing sickness. George Gilford of
Auburn, an only child, Miss Myra Keen
of Whitman, Mass., and Miss Abbie
Keen, step daughters, who have kindly
cared for the mother, were in attend-

OUR PREPARATIONS YIELD THE
MOST AND BE8T FOR THE MONEY

b'.ocksl

TBADMAU

WALTER BAKER & CO. Ltd.

by a business meeting in the afternoen
and a banquet at Auburn Hall in the I
evening, at which about 400 were près-1
ent, including a number of ladies. The
speakers were lion. Edward M. Shepard I

house

matter.

SOUTH

RUMFORO.
Stillman Phinney is cutting cord wood
for A. J. Knight on his wood lot near
Zircon. Mr. Knight has a camp there
and four other men working for him, and
two or three teame hauling bark from
there to the Falls.
At Arthur Sloan's camp above Charles
Adams' there are four men chopping
wood, and as the men have their families
with them, it makes quite a settlement.
A new baby born there Jan. 4, increased
the population to fourteen.
Maggie Bessey had a party Thursday
evening, Jan. 9. Music, games, dancing,
and a treat of apples and corn balls
made the evening pass quickly.

Ethel Bixby is stopping at Dr.
Abbott's.
Ansel Taylor is wocking for Wilder

Kimball.

Carrie Hall is
few days.

stopping

at home for a

place Sunday.
Frank

Barrett went

Thursday.

to

served, and a social hour
passed, awaiting the dawn of the

year.

was

new

At a special stock holders meeting of I
the Augusta, Ilallowell and Gardiner I (
many Buckfield friends will be glad to R. R. Co., held at Augusta, at which «7» I
learn of his good health.
shares out of 12U0 were represented, it I
The churches joined during the week was voted to sell the property and fran-1 |
of prayer, three evenings at the M. E. chises of the road to the Lewiston, Wiuchurch, and three at the Baptiet.
throp and Augusta street railway fori
A parliamentary drill was given the $120,000, the par value of the stock out-1
W. C. T. U. by Rev. Mr. Muneon at standing. Of course this action really I
their last meeting.
means simply an extension of the present
If you happen to journey to Buckfield, system.
of
work
a
"don't forget the picture,"
in
Λ chance now to clothe
shape for a very small
It is understood that the employes of
It is a
art banging in the post office.
Poland paper mill in Mechanic Falls
the
to
sent
was
and
large cartoon framed,
an increase of 10 per
Alfred Cole by Secretary Long. At the have been granted
of the year are very cold
cent in their wages.
This, it is under"Rooseof
is
a
likeness
the
left
on
top
The paper
is a compromise.
stood,
S.
of
U.
All our
warm
B.
87th
need
velt
months. You
Jones,
president
clcthing.
makers petitioned for either an eightand the Western Hemisphere," and a
from
a
shut-down
or
hour day
Saturday
battery of sub-marine boats and guns.
Instead of I
to Monday morning.
On the right Dewey, Schley and Miles, night
in
the
increase
either
wages I
in line with a short, stout man, flourish- granting
The company, it is said,
was allowed.
ing a eword as If demanding attention. are
-I«
exceedingly rushed with orders.
A little lower down a likeness of the
A. S. Chadbourne, a nursery man besecretary with a heavy warlike underjaw, indicating bulldog staying qualities. longing in Ilallowell, met with a fatal I
will be closed out at prices that will pay you to take advantage of.
his
at
Ile had
Near the base sits the Secretary
accident at Augusta Tuesday.
a
document
lies
him
Before
desk.
been stopping with a relative. Jesse
You will
Call at our stores. See the goo·Is, get the prices.
bearing: "Protest, Sampson, Schley and Tuck, in Augusta.
Tuesday morning
and go away with a bargain under your arm.
As he sits there in his chair, he was in the bath room when lie slipbe
Miles."
leaning on his staff, somewhat shriveled ped on the polished floor and pitched
of limb, with long hair, and a white headlong through a window to the
on
beard resting in his lap, he gives the ground below, a distance of ten to
His neck was broken by
impression of a centenarian. At the twelve feet.
base is printed: "John D. Long says he the fall. Πίβ age was about 50 years.
j
shall resign when the Sampson, Schley
Thursday evening Mrs. Robert Arm-1
controversy is settled." That's right,
I
It helps strong of Montreal was drowned at the
send along your works of art.
Boston and Maine Railroad bridge in
in our
first-class work at reasonable
—we do
a fellow out where local happenings are
Portland, ner husband is an iron pud-1
scarce—besides, we shall soon experiin
and
Come
DEPARTMENT.
TAILORING
CUSTOM
dler whose home is in Montreal, but who I
ence the need of an art gallery.
has been at work at the Portland rolling
talk with us about having a SUIT OR PAIR OF TROUSERS
It was another Kimball who sent I.
Mrs. Armstrong
mill for some time.
his
W. Shaw
oranges—Kimball N. and
cleaned and
made. Clothes
him
their two daughters were with
Prince, who, with Mrs. Prince, is win- for a short
and Thursday evening
time,
Florida.
in
St.
"Beg
Augustine,
tering
the family started to visit the mills.
pardon."
followed the plank walk across the
The Nezinscot History Club met Tues- They
railroad bridge, but Mrs. Armstrong I
Prince.
II.
Mrs.
C.
with
day
missed it at the draw and fell through.
The Buckfield Literary Club met with
NORWAY.
2 STORES.
Her husband immediately jumped after. I SOUTH PARIS.
Mrs. Edwin Maxim Tuesday.
but was unable to rescue her, and was
Ν. E. Morrill has been considerably
nearly chilled to death before he was
off for a few days, but is improving.
For Infants and Children Bears the
himself rescued.
Τ*"*
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Irish have lately
in
a
I
Maine
from
of
the
returned
daughter
The annual meeting
visiting
Auburn.
Sportsmen's Fish and Game Association I
Miss Shirlie Hall has gone to her was held at Bangor Tuesday and WedF. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
school in Barre, Vt., after spending the nesday, with a large attendance of prom-1 F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
her
with
the
state.
all
over
from
parents.
inent
holidays
sportsmen
J. F. Packard has been quite ill of Hon. P. O. Vickery of Augusta was relate.
elected president, and Col. E. C. lar-1
The I
A Bigelow family have moved into rington secretary and treasurer.
Moeely Damon's nouse.
principal discussion was on the question I
is having an unusually large sale this season.
This
Grover Bridgham in taking the dog of licensing non-resident hunters.
The only way we can account for this large sale is that
finds twenty-four owned in the was strongly favored by Game Commis- I
census
it gives relief at once and cures the cough.
village. It is said to be a good time to sioner Carleton and others, and as vigorbuy, as they are going up in price.
ously opposed by former commissioner I
and land agent Charles E. Oak. No deftn-1
STREAKED MOUNTAIN OIBTRICT.
ite action was takon on the matter, but it I
If it does not prove satisfactory we will refund your
Plaisted Whitman has given up his is
probable that there will be at the meetenteron return of the empty bottle.
has
Large Bottles 25 cts.
money
be-1
position in Philadelphia, and
come
will
which
next
just
year,
ing
ed Bowdoin Medical College. He brought fore the session of the
legislature.
For children we recommend our
home from Dolaware as a Christmas
LAW COURT DECISION.
gift to his sister Geraldine a pair oi
Tree
beantiful carrier pigeons.
They are
A rescript was sent down from the law
It never fails to give satisfaction. Both are prepared and
prize pigeons, and are very graceful, court last week in the ease of State vs. I
dainty birds, rare in New England.
sold only at the Pharmacy of
Harry Brown of Waterford. The rescript
Mrs. Rose Turner is at James DeCos- is as follows:
who
Mrs.
of
Record,
ter's, taking care
Oxforl Count*·.
Slate ve. Harry Nrown.
I
is suffering from a severe shock.
Rescript. Strout. Λ. Defendant was Indicted
to
hemlock
is
hauling
Guy Farris
South Pari·, Maine.
for throwing Into Crooked Hiver qnnniltl* of 1
Foster.
for
Clarence
Hebron Station
eawdust. shsvlngs. bar* and other mill waste. In
laws
of
1901.
in
331
of
the
is
chai>.
of
Mrs. Frances Swan
private
very poor violation
F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
That aci prohibits the throwing of such waste F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.
health this winter.
"Into any of the breams, rivers or brook* lying
Nellie
Miss
and
Jordan
Rachel
Mrs.
wholly, or In part, In the town* of Naples, tneco
Turner were at Mrs. I. G. Whitman's
runs
through tho towns of
Wednesday.
rh< I
Albmy, Water ford, Harrison αικΙ Naples.
Edward Foster is talking of opening a Indictment charges that défendent threw huuli I
Ed waste Into Crooked Ulver In the town of Water-1
barber's shop at Hebron Academy.
on exceptions to the overis a first-class barber, and will probably ford. The case 1» here to the Indlctmeut. The
ruling of a demurrer
do well should he decide to locate there. mischief against which the statute was Intended
to guard was the pollution or obstruction or
waters flowing through the towns of Naples,
NEWRY.
Such mls. hlcf Is effectu.ill
Caeco anil

|

January—February March—1*4

Jlsters, Overcoats, Fur Coats, Reefers, Suits,
Trousers, Over Shirts and Underwear,
pleased

Boys'

Special

Ulsters and

prices )

Cape

Coats—1-3 off

11 REMEMBER

pressed.

|

Noyes Company,

H.

F.

regular

prices

repaired,

CASTORIA
Tbe Kind You Have Alwais Bought

Cough Syrup

Harvard

hit

EVERY BOTTLE GUARANTEED.

j

Syrup.

Cougli

Pine

A. SHURTLEFF

F.

CO.,

&

^Cro^lteTm'ver

Raymond.
accomplished If the waste

SUNDAY RIVER.

VIVIAN

Is thrown Into waters

flowing through said towns, or cither of them, at
any point before the water reaches them. The
entry must therefore be :
c,_,„
Exceptions overruled, judgment for the State.

Jeweler and

HILLS,
Graduate Optician.
W.

_

suit, the stake being a baoauet to be given b
Trie
the party securing the fewest birds.
victorious party brought In 13,000 birds, while
the losers bagged 11,000, a total of 24.000. The
birds averaged four ounces each. The hunt wac
In progress for one week.

tons

were

of sparrows instead of

bagged.

f^ur

that

The legislature of New York has passed a new marriage law, designed, it is
said, to do away with the existing
nuisances and scandals connected with
"common law" marriages in that state.

The practical effect of it seems to be in
question. While some hail it as destined to accomplish the desired purpose,
others point out serious defects in it, and
pronounce it "almost lax enough to suit a
free-love community." That is the way
some

well-intentioned laws

come

out.

Lowest Price· in the

Cameras and Photo

country has grown
methods should be
changed conditions.

free^from

known.

I

You will find BARGAINS in Dress G jods, Kid Gloves, Jackets,
Skirts, Waists, Percale Suits, Ladies' Underwear, and
other things too numerous to mention.
In the

in town.

MAXIM

ever

been carried

customers.

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

BLOCK..

EUtTKItX TELEPHONE lOS-11.

for $3.00

Evangeline

The

Is the New Boot for Ladies.

They

are

perfectly,

All kinds of stock

Goodyear

Welt.
and

Tuxedo.

and

well.

There is

Vici Kid, Enamel
wear

We want you to

see

them.

They
none

:

look

Box

better for the

To be had

only

Calf,

nice,
of

fit

price.
us

in

Norway and Paris.

SHOE STORE,

SMILEY

MAINE.

NORWAY,

New

BncHAM'a Pills tor Stomach and Liver Ilia.

spring I intend to add a larger stock than has
And hope to be in a condition to please my many
Yours respectfully,

Mrs. L. B. Andrews,

The internal revenue collections for

Harry S. Simansky, Rumford Falls,
Barker, Rumford, have
filed petitions in bankruptcy.

beginning

Saturday, January 4,

this district, which comprises the states

and Charles E.

to have my slock all

remnants and odd lots.

For the Next Four Weeks,

Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

BANKRUPTCY.

of

Before going to New York in February I wish

"Some time ago my daughter caught
cold. She complained of pains
I
in her chest, and had a bad cough.
gave her Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
according to directions, and in two days
she was well and able to go to school. I
have used this remedy in my family for
the past seven years and have never
known it to fail," says James Prendergast, merchant, Annato Bay, Jamaica,
The pains in the
West India Islands.
chest indicated an approaching attack of
pneumonia, which in this instance was
undoubtedly warded off by ChamberIt counteracts
lain's Cough Remedy.
any tendency of a cold toward pneumonia. Sold by Shurtleff & Co., E. P.
l'arlin, South Paris; Stevens, Oxford;

Oxford; Noyes Drug Store, Norway.

Signature

CLEARANCE SALE !

a severe

A CURE FOR LUMBAGO.
W. C. Williamson of Amherst, Va.,
says: "For more than a year I suffered
I Anally tried Chamfrom Lumbago.
berlain's Pain Balm and tt gave me entire relief, which all other remedie.1
had failed to do.". Sold by Shurtleff &
Co., E. P. Parlin, South Paris; Stevens,

MAINE.

Bears the

CASTORIA For infants and Children.
Th> Kind You Han Always Bought

colony.

Maine,

Supplies,

NORWAY,

Mr. C.
has leased the Bridgton House at Bridgton, with the privilege of purchasing,
and will open it some time in May. The
new lessee has for several years been an
instructor in the Friends' school at
Providence. In an interview he said that
he should establish a large camp on the
shores of Highland Lake and one on
Long Lake, and that during the summer
months he should have some 150 pupils
of tbo school here who would occupy the
He also expects to fill the house
camp.
largely with relatives of the pupils.
With these expectations in view Bridgton will be the centre of a large Quaker

of

County.

Wholesale and Retail.

What better recommendation
Iowa.
could any medicine have than for people to call for it when again in need of
such a remedy? Try them when you feel
dull after eating, when you have a bad
taste in your mouth, feel bilious, have

Hampshire and Vermont,
for the month ending Dec^ 31, 1901,
For the corresponding
were $25,584.26.
enormously, and month of 1900 they were $73,010.14, an
changed to meet increase of $12,574.12.

Ïossible

exposition one day last week,

good

yourself

price.

difficulty

can

Mark Down Sale of Winter

Clothing.--^

HARTFORD.
A lumberman named Fred Herbert is
Windsor Tinkham is gaining slowly at the Lewiston hospital in a critical
An explanation of how he
from a hurt on his head and shoulders, ! condition.
when he fell in the bar· some two weeks received his injuries is made by a Phillips correspondent, who says Herbert
ago.
Lucius Alley is laid up with rheuma- and two companions named Adams and
tism.
O'Brien got to quarreling and during
Herbert received a blow
Sanford Conant has a cow that he the
thinks has got the grippe. He will that knocked him from the team on
which thgy were riding.
Everything
probably loee her.
Frank Jordan has sold a wood lot to
was done for the injured man
y the other two, who brought him to
West Paris parties in Auburn.
Herbert's home is near
Frank Quimby gave a big dinner to the hospital.
his friends who visited the Pan-Ameri- Waterville, the exact town not being

Lincoln Davenport is not so well.
Mrs. Asa Robinson is better.

MASS.

STORE8.

BLUE

Democrats.

This paragraph first appeared among the
dispatches in a daily paper, and has no appetite or when troubled with conSWEDEN.
since been copied into a number ol
and you are certain to be deOegood Saunders, who hae been crit- weeklies. Neither the one who put stipation,
with the prompt relief which,
ically ill from an internal hemorrhage, the heading on it, nor any one oi lighted
A. Shurtis improving
somewhat at present those who chopped the item out and they afford. For sale by F.
lefl & Co., E. P. l'arlin, South Paris;
sent it to the composing room, did the
writing.
Mrs. Daniel Adams took her two chil- small amount of mental calculation Stevens, Oxford; Noyes Drug Store,
dren to the Maine General Hospital, necessary to show that the one who wrote Norway.
Portland, last week, both having tumors it made an error, and that it was three
E. Cobb of Providence, R. I.,

were

DORCHESTER,

Established 1780

of New York, Hon. Josiah Quincy oil.
Boston, and a number of leading»Maine Ι Ζ

Funeral services were held at the
Sunday, Rev. Mr. Hannaford of
Rumford Falls attending.
Albion P. Bonney called on the writer
His
while visiting Auburn last week.

ance.

Trade-mark

our

I

Ellsworth were burued Thursday I
night, and two others were scorched,
making a total loss of about $25,000.
the spring.
The Maine Democratic Club celebratMrs. Loraua Keen, 88 years of age,
I
and ed Jackson Day Wednesday at Auburn
in

In a recently published article ExSenator Wm. E. Chandler calls attention
to the need of protecting the president
from the great army of private visitors
who wish to do their business with him
personally, and the multitude of details
of administration which now use up his
The
time and wear out his strength.
as Mr. Chandler says, is represident,
follows:
oranges recently, sent by her son, Rev. quired to see a thousand men and do a
Anson J. HoMen.
H. S. Whitman.
They were from his thousand little things while he should
S. V C·—John Faunce.
grove in Florida.
J. V. C—David H. Staples.
be doing a half-dozen great things. CerQ. M —George H. Knight.
tainly no railroad corporation or other
Surg —JohnN. Dennen.
EAST BETHEL.
Chap.—Davit Morte.
large business concarn would require
Ο. ϋ.—D. M. Peterson.
Mis* H<wt*r Kîsibali was at home last that the man at its head should bother
Ο. Ο.—F. Β. Andrews.
himself with one-half the number of
week, entertaining the mumps.
A dit —J. F. Fuller.
Mr. Daniel Glines and family bave petty details that are regarded as part
q s,—a *· «tone.
8. M—Cyrus Chaplin.
It would be
moved from Ramford Falls back to their of the president's duty.
F.
Starbird's little daughters, farm in this town.
True, this is a
C.
utterly unbusinesslike.
is
the
winMrs.
we are a
and
Marion and Marguerite, are sick with
May Darling
spending
republican government
ter with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Russell.
democratic people, bat that does not
tonsilitis.
Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Howe entertained justify lack of common business sense.
The new officers of the Y. P. S. C. E.,
the Young Whist Club Tuesday even- There was a time, many years ago, when
are:
ing, Dec. 31st The usual time was de- attention to all details laid no very heavy
Pre· —Rev. Mr. Newport.
Vlce-Pre·.—Mrs. B. Richmond.
voted to whist, after which refreshments tax on the president's time; but the

has returned to Rum-

Shirley Bonney m getting his ice.
S. Bennett it at work for him.

The

given full rights in the city of Augusta,
and will establish an exchange there.

When you buy Cocoa
or Chocolate see that
the package bears

Mre. Ingalle, wife of Elmer Ingalls,
died in Portland, Jan. 9, from the effect*
Officers of Pearl Rebekah Lodge, No. of typhoid fever. Their summer home
Mrs. Edward Uhlman is visiting at
years, WORTHLESS CHECK MADE TROUBLE.
Solomon Westleigh's.
00, were duly installed at their hall Jan. has been in Ketchum the last few David
An oyster supper Jan. 10, at
A Saco dispatch to the Portland Press
Ernest Morrill lias three teams haul- β, as follows:
of the reports that after getting a worthless
benefit
the
for
bouse
Fleet's
N. G.—Blanche Hill.
ing bark.
V. G.—Sylvia GUpatrick.
check cashed and neglecting to pay a
minister, Rev. Mr. Congdon.
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Cushing went to
Cor. Sec.—Ellen Durgin.
at the Saco
Mr. Sargent has been very sick the two weeks' board bill
Albany Sunday to see Mrs. Cushing's
Fin. Sec.—Elizabeth Hodgdon.
last two weeks: is some better now.
House, besides inducing Edmund GarTreae.—John Danforth
father, who is having a bad time with
Farmers are hustling in their ice.
land to take account of stock in his
his toe.
An invitation was sent to Pearl Rebekah
Mrs. Parker from Boston is visiting grocery store under the plea that lie inMr. and Mrs. Geo. Frost of Pattee's Lodge from Silver Rebekah Lodge to be
her daughter, Mrs. Loren Trask.
tended to purchase the place, W. J.
Mills visited friends in town Sunday.
present at the installation of their offiChester Littlehale has gone to Charles Bartlett, formerly of Bryant's Pond,
cers at Denmark Jan. 9th.
winter.
the
NORTH STONEHAM.
town to work the rest of
left Saco in a very sudden manner about
Mrs. Lydia McKeen of East Stoneham
a week ago and tho last heard from him
RUMFORD CENTRE.
visited hereon, H. B. McKeen, last week.
was a letter stating that he was under
RED HILL.
CHANCE COMMENT.
Willie McKeen went to Bridgton to
police surveillance in Boston. The
School began Dec. 30th, with Mies
check is said to be for about 3·>0, and
visit his sister, Mrs. Lottie Luck, New
as
teacher.
Mary Hoyt
Of course newspaper men are verj Bartlett's mother, who resides in I ortY ear's.
Mrs. Arthur Woods, who has been careful about what they put before the
Two men by the names of Twitchell
land, has promised to make good the
ill, is gaining slowly.
public, either with pen or shears; but amount.
and Churchill built a camp near Riley quite
Mr. Charles Blanchard and lady are we do occasionally run on to a slip like
McKeen's this fall, and were staying
visiting friends in vicinity.
this:
A GOOD RECOMMENDATION.
there hunting and trapping. During the
Robert Swain is quite ill at his home
FOUR TONS OF HPAKBOWS.
"I have noticed that the sale on
deer season they took some boarders.
in Littlefield.
The annual sparrow bunt of Pleasant Town Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver TabChurchill went to Paris on business.
Messrs. Martin and Kimball and their ship, III., ended December 31, and as a resull
ia almost invariably to those who
While he was gone his bank book and
Mr.
four
tons of sparrowa were killed. The hunt lets
wives started Monday for Chicago.
have once used them," says Mr. J. II.
•540 in money disappeared, and Twitchell
waa indulged In by two parties of farmers
Kimball went with them.
Virgil
In
the
side
each
Tw
men
on
pur
engaged
nty
went away.
Weber, a prominent druggist of Cascade,
They are investigating the
H. F.

engine for L. E. York.
D. C. Bennett is scaling timber on the
Diamond, and ffm. Whittemore is doing
chores for him.
Mrs. E. Pingree is stopping with her
sister, Mrs. F. A. Flint.
Mrs. L. E. York has gone to Rangeley
to visit her parents.
Harry Furbish of Rangeley was in
town New Year's with his usual assortment of watches and jewelry.
Lubell Lamb is stopping with her sister, Mrs. Guy Brooks, for the wiuter
months.
J. A. Dunning was in town.
Mr. and Mrs. S. M. Yates and Miss
Sec —Mrs. H. R. FarrU.
Annie Yates have returned from their
and are again at
vacation
Camp Treas.—Bertha Kavanaagh.
Meadows.
BARRETT.
Died, Dec. 31, at Wentworth's LocaMrs. Sadie Parlin of Portland is visittion, Ν. H., Mrs. Sophronia Durkee,
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
aged 84 years.
Heald, this week.
Mrs. Emma Barrett is on the sick list.
WEST 8UCKFIELD.
Fred Cushman is hauling Ice for L. B.
Romanzo Lowe is at work for Arthur
Heald.
Hall.
Charles Sewall is building him a stable
Gertie Bonney went to Paris Sunday.
Harry Harlow is at work for Thomas and ice house.
Dell Davenport, who has been at work
Bradbury; also Francis Wilson, who
returned from Berlin Falls Saturday, in Portland, is at home on a vacation.
George Record of Buckfield was In the
where he has been on a visit to his

mother.
Fred Bennett
ford Falls.

eral years for Mr. Llbby, and in Quincy,
Mass. Being a good workman, as well
we
as a young man of steady habits,
bespeak for him a prosperous business.
Mr. Llbby has bought the so-called
Francis Spaulding farm of Wilson Shaw,
about two miles from the village on the
He intends to occupy in
Turner road.

den.

Cushing.

removed from the throat.
Many are afflicted with colds and
throat troubles at present.
Storing ice seems to be the general
business of the week.
Edward Crouse and wife are visiting
SUMNER
Fred Johnson of Peru is working for their friends in Boston.
M. E. Porry is cutting timber on his
C. H. Silver.
Mrs. Carrie Benson is working for Mrs. home farm. John Evans and N. Hulden
are his choppers.
Willie Hammond.
Good sleighing everywhere.
Stillman Mclntire of Peru is cooking
for Charles Silver in his camp.
GRAFTON.
Alvin Robinson went to Peru Sunday.
Fayette Brooks has gone to Portland
to attend business college.
OXFORD.
J. H. Farrar is in Newry working for
of Perham, John Allen.
Dominicue Wardwell
is
his
Aroostook
County,
visiting
drawing.
A Mr. Curtis and Mr. Howe of West
C. A. Grover has just purchased a new brother, C. T. Wardwell.
Paris were here recently on their way to
horse with which to draw pulp wood.
The Parsonage Society met with Mrs.
Upton. They were looking for cattle,
John Elden Thursday afternoon. Three which
they wished to purchase.
new
members
were
added.
WUSON'S MILLS.
Miss Mertie Brooke, who has been
is
in
hie
Andrews
ice.
C..M.
getting
J. W. Buckman has a crew in the
teaching on Sunday River in Newry, is
T. A. Roberts Post, G. A. R., and W. at
Geo. Nason is taking chaise
woods.
home, I hear, just for the present.
officers
R.
installed
their
C.,
Saturday
and Mrs. Naeon is doing the cooking.
Ernest Farrar has his ice cut and
was
in
served
A
afternoon.
supper
L. E. York is sawing wood for E. S.
packed.
The officers are as
Bennett. Arthur Chase is
the Temperance Hall.
Mrs. Whitman received a box of fine

running

MAINE.

THE WEEK

IN
^
EA8T BROWNFIELD.
GREENWOOD.
Mm. Ezra Staple· of Carthage, wellMonday afternoon the following offl- known
This is what Mrs. Partington used to
ie
ββπas a native of this place,
THE MOST IMPORTANT STA ΓΕ NEWS
call rather fictitious weather.
Possibly cere were installed in the Daniel Bean
ously 111.
BRIEFLY TOLD.
the-good old lady meant capricious ana Poet, No. 100, G. A. R.:
all
an
held
day
Mountain Grange
Boynton.
got the wrong word. There is an old Commander—Daniel
Hall
Nezlnecot
Saturday.
at
meet
Sen. Vice Com.—Rusaell Jordan.
proverb, which says it is but a short Jan. Vloe Com.—Wm. Howe.
A. W. Llbby hae eold hie marble and
Ralph Bailey, 11 years old, was drown-1
stride from the sublime to the ridiculous.
Cb .plain—Newton Clougb.
ed at Skowhegan Monday night while I
granite plant and good-will to Horace
Business is booming, and every man
Surgeon—Geo. Lewi».
Murch. Mr. Murcb has worked for sev- skating.
Adjutant—Daniel Fox.
j
who is able to work, and worthy of the

<.

S. N\ SW'ETT, \fann?ci and Salesman.
e-£ASTER1 TELEPHONE

ANNOUNCEMENT.^
Having purchased

the

Garble and Granite Business

by A. W. Libby, I
armerly
to
^ pould be pleaded to quote prices

»

F. W. FAUXCE, Salesman.

119-3.

"Wanted.
2.1,000 feet of hemlock and Norway pine lumber,
principally 2-Inch plank. Alao about 1700 running leet of about o-lncb poles, to be full length

Would take almoat any kind of
of tne tree.
wood for the pole· and pay prompt caah on

delivery.

owned

11 who desire work done.

HORACE A. MURCH.

Buckfield, Me., Jan. 6, 1902.

L. W. SMITH, Canton, Maine.

FOB SALE.

G)ws, four Heifers and
yearling Bull, Grade Hereford.
H. W. WHITMAN,
Six

one

South Paris.

Farm

Held.

on

road between South Parla and Buck-

Maajr School Children are ί Ickly.
MAINE RAILR0AB8.
M'KINLEY DAY.
Mother Grav'e Sweet Powders for Children,
ο
board
the
I
of
annual
43d
The
report
To the People of Maine:
bed.
used by Mother Gray, a nurse Id Children's
railroad commissioners, Messra. Josep
CHURCH K8.
Home, New York, break up Colds In 34 hour·,
A national memorial association has
The Relief Corps gave a supper at
F.Chadbourne cure FeverUhness, Ileadacne, Stomach Troubles,
of Dover,
R
been organized for the purpose of collect'"ιτ.ιη<1 CuiivrcgaUoul Church, Rcr. B.
At
Dlf orders, and Destroy Worms.
Grand Army Hall Saturday evening.
Tec-thing
ο
KM. out, Pastor
of Biddeford and Parker
Preaching service Sandni
all Draggtftii, 28c. Sample mailed FREE. Ading the funds necessary to erect a 10
Men' »
10 a. M.; Sabbath School, 18:00
has been submitted to the dress, Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, Ν. Y.
Buckeport,
Mrs. S. P. Steam* is visiting hei suitable monument at the grave of Wil- Praj er
1
7:15
Meeting at β 30; Social Meeting.
south ρλκιιι post orne*.
Meeting, Thurtda
daughter, Mrs. Ellery C. Park, at Bethel. liam McKinley. Auxiliary associations ■. regular weekly Prayer
evei
covers the operations of*
itlice Hour»: 6 *)0 to 7 Λ0 A. *; S00 A. *. U
Some Foolish People
have been appointed by the governors of evening; T. P. 8. C. E. Meeting Friday
meet
Woodmen will
The Modern
In? 7Λ0.
ήΜ r. M.
steam railroads and 21 street railroads, Allow a cou all to run until It gets beyond the
the various states to co-operate with the
E.
Re?.
Caroline
Angel
Universalis!
Church,
Tll'SK railway.
u KAN L>
of
which
Tuesday evening instead of Monday this national association in this noble work. Pa«tor. Preaching
one
5
all
save
of
medicine. They often nay, "On, It will
10
M
reach
eerrlce on Sonday,
-J
week.
wear away," but In mort esses It will wear them
P. C. C
Fourteen of the steam roads are
The Maine Auxiliary Association con- A. v.; Sabbath School, 1Î *.; Y.
Commencing No*en>berS, 1901,
successCould
away.
7 .Ό0 p. *.
they be Induced to try thewhich
Is
gauge and seven are narrow or two-foot ful medicine called
THAI»* I-KAVK SOCTH KAKI·
The Methodist Circle will have a sup sists of eighteen members, representing meeting,
Kemp's Ilalsam,
Methodist Church. Rev. Β. Γ. Flckett, Paatoi
the roads is for sold on a positive guarantee to enre, they would
from
The
9ua0*ve ,n
Schoo
report
8abbatii
(·*»'*·
of
the
a.
m.;
State, Preaching service, 10:S·»
^
per at their vestry Thursday evening ol all of the sixteen counties
after
effect
taking
Immediately see the excellent
13.00 *.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 r. x. ! the year ending June
clu'le·! .#» .*. *·,
and is made up as follows:
next week.
j sa r
the first dose. Price 25c and JSOo. Trial tiztfret.
daas med
that year there was a net inwease oi At all
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening;
sun,l»yon"· »:M
druggists.
Androscoggin, Seth M. Carter, Au- lug,
Friday evening.
miles.
of
13.98
This snow briugs a smile to everymileage of steam roads
Paatoi
burn; Aroostook, K. W. Shaw, Houlton;
A. H."
Baptist Church. Rev. E. 8. Cotton,
This increase makes a total mileage o
txHly's face. The sleighing in places Cumberland. Wm. H. Dow, Oscar R. Preaching servlee. 10:80 A· M.i Sabbath School
CHCBCBKA.
Sunday evening 7 P. κ
was getting on the ragged edge.
1-3 sjo *
Meeting
Prayer
steam railroads in Maine, June 30«
Petition for
Wish, Portland; Franklin, J. M. S.
1 918 98 miles. Of this mileage, l,7o8.8l
STATID MEKTINOH.
In the matter of
)
The ladies of the Baptist circle will Hunter, Farmington; Hancock, R. L.
narrow
»
160.17
L.
EDWIN
and
PlIINNRY,
Oxford
l.odgi
is
roeetlnirof
standard
iteirular
M.
[in Bankruptcy.
F. ά A.
guage,
a
tea at the vestry Thursday Grindle, Mt. Desert; Kennebec, C. B.
V "vTifip
Bankrupt.J
m
Church prayer meeting on give pink
not in operaK.
No. 18, in Masonic Hull, Friday Evening on ο r eauge
l·. >.«
The
mileage
only
All are in- Burleigh, Augusta, Chas. F. Johnson, before fuil mo<>n Oxford Royal Arch Chapter
col other
To
the Hon. Nathan Wkbii, Judge of the Disas usual.
Prices
·«
ο
All,
λι
evening.
I u.-v'i»v evening
:
is that of the Rockport railroad,
j.
trict Court of the United States for the District
Evening, on o:
vited.
w :-e i-v>DD*xU*l, are cort
Waterville; Knox, Ε. K. Gould, Rock- No. it, asse nbles Wednesday
of Maine:
\v Pottle, Vaetor
R. AS. M.
ν cthoaia
A. R. Nickerson, Booth- befor-· full moon. Oxf.-rd Council,
Lincoln,
land;
» »> a
L. PHINNEY, of Buckfleld, In the
Oxford
:
Kev. Dr. Brooks of the Congregational
"'
Friday evening, after full moon.
Lotlye
Sabbath Schoo!
County of Oxford, and State of Maine, In
bay Harbor; Oxford, Waldo Pettengill, No. 1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening afte:
* i
church and Rev. Mr. Pottle of the
said
él5 P. *.
District,
pre*;binary.ι
respectfully represents, that on the
ΜββΰΒ_
Rumfo d; Penobscot, Arthur Chapin, full moon.
li M.; Ipwortii.
.tOth day of November, last past, he was duly adMethodist church exchanged pulpits on
j,
rayer
I. O. O. F.-No way Lodge .-Regular ineetini
•venin* prayer
A. W. Oilman,
Bangor;
Piscataquis,
under the Acts of Congress reKvenlmr
bankrupt
evenlo*
TrUl*y
Tuesday
II) aid Fi-llows' Half, every
of these
judged to Bankruptcy;
Sunday.
that be has duly surFoxcroft; Sagadahoc, F. B. Nichols, Wlldey Encampment, Ν ». 21, meets In Odi gross earnings
Γμ·**even; ng.
These lating
in part only in Matae.
Even
all his property and rights of property,
rendered
fourth
operated
Skowand
Friday
O.
second
Smith,
Ha
and
Fellows'
Bowker
1,
Mrs. C. W.
*«b;
daughter Bath; Somerset,"Joseph
es
all the requirements
with
has
been
and
bave
conservatively
Lodge
compllen
deductions
fully
each month. Mt. Hope
:
Muriel are visiting her parents at the liegan; Waldo, A. I. Brown, Belfast; laze of m
'eta on first and third Friday of eacl timated, and the result shows a gain of said Acts and of the orders of Court touching
ewnln*·
i'.
No. 58,
Ids bankruptcy.
Auburn fish hatchery. Mr. Bowker was Washington, Geo. A. Curran, Calais;
those of 1900, of
Wherefore he prays, That ho may be decreed
HTATKU MKETISUS.
I*.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Rlocl over
there over Sunday.
York, C. H. Prescott, Biddeford.
A. O. Novel
The gross earnings m Maine for tue by the Court to have a full discharge from all
w
» \
M.-Parte Lo<lge. No. 94. Kemilai
of raising funds in each every Thur«dav Evening. U. R·,
work
The
eacl
of
debts
provable against his estate under said
Tm'«ilav evealng on or before full uioon.
Division, No. 13, miets third Friday
A car load o'f tin has arrived at the
vear ending June 30, 1901, were 810,930,ting Tue».U>
meet
bankrupt Acts, except such debts as are exL
county is under the immediate direction month. I*ake Assembly, No. 33, P. S eeconci
will
cans
and
work
corn
making
month.
against
002.86,
factory,
each
by law from such discharge.
of
of the member or members representing and fourth Friday evenings
Thu relay evening of each week. Aurori·
^ cepted
of 8921,000.36 «η
Dated tnls 3rd day of January, A. D. 1902.
P. of H.-Norwav Grange neets second ane which gives an increase
Ilwt an·! thlnl Mon-lay evening. begin some*time this week, with a crew it on the above state committee.
It is
Hall
EDWIN L. PHINNEY, Bankrupt.
at
month
each
Grange
fourth Saturdavs o'f
of half a dozen men.
of each
It
expected that active co-operation will be
i-lea^int Rcbekah Lodg*»0
G. Λ. R.—Harry Rust Post, No. M, meets
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON.
ol
number
in
first
of
the
Evenlnj
«cb
citizens
on
Tuesday
R.
Mall
work
A.
fourth
in
the
New G.
rrt-lay.
»e.ona an.!
Eastern telephones have been placed given
by leading
»
District of Maink, es.
Maine for the year ending June 30, Η"
of each month.
n
.....
u„„
in the sheriff's office and the registry of all the towns of the state.
On this 11th day of Jan., Α. I). 1902, on read*►
W. R. C.—Meets In New G. A. R. Hall, Moi;
of
It Is—
29th
the
January,
another
and
eact>
day
deeds at the court house,
Wednesday,
ing the foregoing petition,That
flr-t an t thlr-1 Saturday evening* of
α hearing be had
Ordered by the Court,
Lodge, No. 177, meets It
will bo the .r>9th anuiversary of the birth
will be placed in the probate office.
Wed
on
the
5th
third
and
same
first
the
day of Feb., A. D
tort
the
meeU.
on
upon
lief Corp.
Kl m
BV?m*
of William McKinley. During his event- NewG. A.R. Hall,
before said Court at I'ortland, In said Disof each month.
1!*«,
ηοβ'!ην
evenings
an·! thirl Saturday evening» of each uioatb.lc
The young son of Mr. aud Mrs. W. A. ful an<l useful life he was very fond of
trict, at 10 o'clock lu the forenoon; and that
Ο U. A. M.—Norway and South ParisCouncil,
lie île Corps Hall.
u..itnntLl
notice thereof be published In the Oxford DemPorter, about seventeen months old, has and took a wonderful interest in cnd- No. 10, meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
a newspaper printed in said District, and
ocrat,
and
been seriously ill for several days,
dren. I take the liberty of suggesting
meet»
No.
19»,
all known creditors, and other ]>ereons In
that
Tree
Colony,
eTo*P. F.—Elm
remainder of the year, meet· every Saturday.
little hope of his recovery is entertained. that this dav be known as "McKinley second
Interest, may appear at the said time and place,
and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
mues
and show cause. If any tliev have, why the prayan.l fourth Monday. o«
day" and that at least some portion of
Atiantic Shore Line, er of said petitioner snoulif not be granted.
A handsome St. Bernard pup, former- it "be set aside
G. C —Norway Commaudcry, No. 247,
all the schools of
"
by
ol
And it Is further ordered by the Court, That
evenings
fourth
So.
and
Thursday
181.
Brook
meets
second
Lo-lge.
\\
but
ilson
's
P.
Ρ -Stony
131 Augueta,
ly the property of Charles
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credMaine, as will be done in other states of each month
meet» Mcoktl an· I fourth Wed ne*· lay evening»
was
in
cut
itors copies of said petition and this order, adrecently given away by him,
the union, for special exercises approI SSdressed to them at their places of residence as
S. C. Foster, who so kindly assisted
l.o-lge.No. 31. meet, every two bv a train in front of the sled factory priate to the occasion, also that each
Edward E. Trask to go to California, Central, 5.25 ; Portland, 2.00; Sanford and stated.
KrMay evening at l'ythlan Hall.
Monday morning.
Witness the Honorable Natiian Webb, Judge
pupil who desires to do so be given an some
weeks since, has received a letter
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Porthis or her
to
contribute
next
for
W.
Rev.
W.
opportunity
were
IIooi>er's topic
June land, In said District, on the 11th day of Jan.
screaming Friday.
The blue jays
the city and
is
in
Trask
railway
mileage
Mr.
him.
from
I
fund.
on
Sunday afternoon will be, "What do mite to the McKinley memorial
1001 was 270.o7 iniles.
in San Francisco, Cal.
I A. D. 1902.
Α. II. DAVIS, Clerk.
also suggest that on the Sunday next county hospital
Ellery C. Park and wife of Bethel you think of men and human
[L. 8 ]
oss earnings of street
was arrested and
in
increase
Gibson
The
M.
Walter
the
Λ true cop; of petition and order thereon.
wore in town Friday.
Are they any good or are they all bad:'" preceding the 29th of January,
was
1900
Court railroads
H. D\VIS, Clerk
over
1001
Uteef—Λ.
of
in
Municipal
Norway
the
to
arraigned
churches pay appropriate tribute
Miss I.ula Brings is reported very low Service at 2:30 as usual.
dollars and costs for not
of our late President and that and fined ten
memory
rail.it her borne in the Whittemore District.
street
Pond.
the
were carried on
The ladies of the Congregational so- those who wish it may be given an op- paving his hotel bills at Bryant's
Mrs. Carrie L·. Jordan, who has for ways of the state during the year
Mrs. W. W. Walker of Wood ford s has ciety were invited to Mrs. Dr. Brooks' portunity to help on with their contriher
daughter June 30 1901, 22,720,848 passengers, a
been here for the past week visiting the Thursday afternoon to meet Mrs. Rand butions this great work that shall testify several weeks been visiting
of Bethel, who was for a number of years
at Springvale, returned on Thursday gain over 1000 of 1,874,976, a gam over
Jones.
love
A.
C.
the
her
to
of
father,
come
to
the
family
through
years
1896 of 10,418,522.
a missionary in Micronesia.
and esteem in which the American peo- afternoon.
Mrs. firinlill Stuart and Miss Olive M.
In the Municipal Court on Thursday,
of one of the
fame
the
cherish
of
Bates
just
Professor
ple
and
Augell, formerly
B&ND concert.
Stuart were in Portland Saturday,
has ever was hoard the case State vs. Theodore
College, was expected to supply the pul- greatest men our country
Miss Stuart remained over Sunday.
The Norway and South Paris Concert
M. Twitchell, for the larceny of two
at the Baptist church Suuday morn- produced.
pit
in
Band has been rehearsing a good grade
bills from the camp
Mrs. Under and Mrs. Skillings left SunThe people of Maine should feel a twenty-dollar
ing, but was not present, and Deacon
Melviu of concert
1001.
music for a few months
™
Dec. 27th,
Mrs.
Shillwhere
Stoneham,
an
honorMankato
take
for
state
their
in
day night
having
George B. Crockett read one of Tal- pride
who and
»
was the
complainant,
a
tune.
Churchill
preparing
for
this
her
visit
in
will
daughter
and
creditable
able
great
ings
position
mage's sermons.
to have had in a box in the which will be given in the >orvvayi
claimed
in
share
full
do
their
should
and
work,
(' B. MeArdle. who is now at Easta bank book with Opera House Wednesday evening, Jan.
The W. C. T. U. met with Mrs. Annie inakiug it possible. Contributions may camp the money and
port, made a Hying trip home to South Swett at her home
other personal property left by him in
afternoon,
of
the
member
be
sent
to
the
county
Friday
l'avis a few days since, returning the
the respondent,
band has been to considerable exwith a good attendance and a profitable committee or forwarded direct to the the camp, occupied by
conccr
same day.
wont away on
pense in the purchase of new
meeting. The topic of the programme treasurer, William H. Dow, at Portland, when he, the complainant
horns and new music.
I
Saturday, Dec. 21. On Dec. 27, the camp
George A. Briggs has closed his en- which was prepared by Mrs. Swett, was, Maine.
Professor G. Frank Monroe, and the
took fire. The complainant returned on
iL-ement with the Norway Iniversalist •Our laws and their working."
John F. IIill, Governor of Maine.
to assist
January 7tli, but could not find the Parisian Quartette have offered
liurvh, where he has sung in the chou
The court found probable in the concert. Other talent is expected,
Advertised letters in South Paris poet THE FIRST TEACHERS' INSTITUTE money.
f.. r several years.
later.
and
bound
which will be announced
office Jan. 13:
cause to hold the respondent
Fred Campbell, who has been in the
Besides the best baritone of the Lewhim over to the March term of the
1-a L. Severe.
MORK TUAN
AN HISTORIC AFFAIR OF
sum
of
the
office «'f the Taris Manufacturing Co. for
in
Mrs JoK-'phloc Ke'th
iston Brigade Band is engaged for the
Judicial Court
Supreme
Μι». Κ mer y M. ι»οΊ·1»ηΙ.
it
s.itue time, has gone to Solon, where he
HALF A CENTÛRT SINCE.
two hundred dollars. Kimball for State, occasion, so at the present writing
Mr. K. Br- wn
has a position with the International
would appear that a tine concert is asMr C C. llueknnn
Smith for respondent.
Itev. Arthur ti. LUs.
Paper Co.
Popular prices will prevail.
The ladies of the UniversaUst society sured
Hiram A. Ellis. Esq., the veteran railIt
Tues- cent tickets to all parts of the house
The meeting in New Ilall Suuday road postal clerk on Conductor Nahum gave a supper and entertainment
Principal Eaton of the high school
is hoped that the band boys
H
usual well attended Moore's train on the 1'. and K. F. line, day evening at Concert Hall.
recovered from his illness sufficiently to afternoon, was
Mrs. Eliza Winslow is enjoying a visit greeted by a large audience, so that tney I
return to town a few days since, ami and good music was furnished by Mr. gives us an item regarding the first
John Hayes, on may feel encouraged to keep up an orOxford with her daughter, Mrs.
in
work in the school was resumed Mon- Dunn and Mrs. Frank Kimball of >or- teachers' institute held
Street.
Beal
ganization which may be a credit
Miss
and
the
Thayer. County, in 1847. which may interest
wav, George Briggs
day morning.
Millett's funeral was musically to the two villages.
Mrs.
Cheer
Augusta
of
the
Good
thanks
The
Society
the
Democrat.
older readers of
Wilbur L. Farrar attended the banheld at her sister's, Miss Helen Noyes\
in this church
About one cow In ten is barren. Usually large
The sessions were held in the Baptist
at as well as all interested
Maine people do not always have in milkers have this trouble. The common cause
quet of the Maine Democratic Club
Main Street, on Wednesday, Jan. 8, at
to Mrs. Kim- church at Paris Hill.
are
extended
W.
B.
movement
Prof.
an important part tho Pine is a weakness of the private organs, making the
what
mind
of
Vuburn Wednesday evening, and was
S.
E.
Cotton,
pastor
1 p. m., by Rev.
ball.
Fowle, of Boston, was the principal,
in the Union. Even the auitnal either refuse to mate at the regular time,
the only representative of the Democracy
church, and· Rev. B. S. Ride- Tree State plays
the
if she will mate, the desired result will not be
state is obliged to put or,
I Guy C. Bean arrived at South Paris and Hon. Ε. M. Thurston of Charleston, out Baptist
Inmighty
church.
Empire
from this place.
obtained. The loss from one barren cow will eat
the
of
Congregational
of Paris was in
associate.
the
neEmery
for
Judge
in
Maine
up the profit of at least five paying .ones. For
in Pine Grove Cemetery. much dependence
F'riday, after a somewhat leisurely jour(»n Jan. 4th a bountiful dinner was
the Board of edu- terment was
cessities of life, a fact that is well brought this trouble we rccommend
Mr. Bean has just charge as member of
ney from Florida.
sister's
her
at
died
Monday,
Millett
Mrs.
\
t.,
v. n the poor children of Windsor,
cation for New England. Attendance,
from the New York corcompleted a three years' term of service 84
1902. She has been sick for a out in a letter
bv \i,s A D. Cotton at her home m that
females, 81 males: total 1β5. Bethel Jan. 6th,
in the hospital corps of the I nited
she had a respondent of the Rockland Courier-1
In
last,
time.
hei
August,
of
the
birthday
Bucktield 18, Denmark «, long
place, in honor of
the writer says:
States army, during about two years of furnished 8,
her daughter, Mrs. Gazette, in which
Paris 37, Turner shock while visiting
father, Hiram Pulsifer of South 1 ans.
which he was in the Philippines, and the Hebron 5, Norway 7,
She some- "Maine granite, Maine lime, Maine ice.
at Camden.
Lombard
W.
E.
a
small
sent
Maine Christma
FOR COWS ONLY
been stationed in 28. Some other towns
what recovered her strength and return- Maine spring water,
Charles E. Bennett has tinished filling rest of the time has
Maine canned goods, Maine ves ι
His plans for the future are delegation.
ed to the farm in the Millett neighbor- trees.
h ire house with ice cut a little above Florida.
Thousands of barren cows have been made to
and
teachers
public
and perhaps breed
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Discharge.

MThe
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810,008,502^0 n^
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Γηο
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H.110J.U
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^ThetoMl'etreet
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nature.^
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BARREN
COWS

22'r"|,e

γ>

Cows That Will Not
Cet With Calf.

Kow-Kure

...

>

not'last,

of^them

|

JAMES N.
Prop,

St,

Shawns

Eastern

FAVOR,

Norway,

Argus,

1803—1902
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c,7^r

"nnTBV^·
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Ptf».

ί08.^
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<,ts$
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EASTERN A"GUS PUB. CO.,

new

County Commlseloners for the County
of Ox fori f, In the monlh of September, A. D.
ae
1901,
provided by law, made actual Inspection
of the County roads duly located and open for
travel lying In unincorporated townships and
tracts of land hereinafter ment'oned In said
County, for the purpose of ascertaining the conditions of Mid roads and estimating the amount
needed to put the same In repair so as to be Mfe
and convenient for public travel; and It appearing on Mid Inspection that eald roads were not
in good repair and not Mfe and convenient for
public travel and that a tax should
purposes of on
said lands for the repair of Mid
l>e assessed
roads therein; they do therefore on the 31st day
of December, A. D. 1901, adjudge and order that
the following Bums be assessed and the Mme arc
hereby assessed upon the following lands In unincorporated townships and tracts of land hereinafter mentioned, for the purpose of repairing
the roads passing ttrough them during the year
1902, to wit:
Andover West Surplus, for the purpose of
repairing that part of the County road leadfrom
Andover Corner to Upton which lies
ing
in said Surplus the sum of ilftv-one dollars and
twenty cents Is assessed as follows :

WARRANTED SPRUCE ELIXIR.
\

THE

ON

ao
ν

Γ

S

Henry

ο
W.

Dunn, part of home-

100
stead,
100
C. A. Andrews, Boobler lots,
The International Paper Co.,
C200
balance of Township,

80

02 0

49 60

Surplus, for the purpose of

way leadas lies within
much of the lllack
Brook road, so called, as lies within said Surplus, the sum of two hundred one dol'ars and
twenty-six cents Is assessed as follows :
said Mirp.ii-, und also

S

ô

a
L.

Morton

ά

Chase, 11.
500
homestead,
Preston F. Austin, homestead, 200
200
II A. Loveioy, homcstetd,
Henry W. Dunn, old S Lamed
100
homestead,
200
Henry λ\'. Dunn, home.-tead,
Andtew Abbott, lots No. 22& 23, Ml
96
C. A. Burgess, lot No. 3(1,
Mrs. Charles P. Bartlett and
Henry Abbott, lots No. 31432, 180
I<i0
George Ε Smith, timber lot,
Ε. 1. Brown, John Small farm
300
and lot om Sawyer Brook,
Intern-itloual l'uper Co, E.
I'lummerIot»43,44,45 and46, 400
ltnnif»rd Falls i'aper Co., lots
40, 41,42, 47, 48, and Marston
»00
lot,
International Paper Co., remainder of township except
9!t00
public lots,

a

$ 050 $'7 29
2'0
200

5 32
5 32

lftO
50

3 Pi)
7'·Ή
2 13
1 33

'JO
100

2 3·
2 0»!

200

5 32

200

5 32

HI

South

Paris, Maine.

Enough !

public

While

present basis of

the

maintained

we

cost is

shall sell

N.

in your Buckets.

Dayton Bolster &, Co.,
South Paris, Maine.

SKIRT MAKING
and Dress Goods Talk.

$201 20

And It Is hereby ordered that the tax assessed
against Andrew Abbott, C. A. Burgess, Mrs.1
(.liai les P. Bartlettand Henry Abbott, George F.
Comand this is the way we <lo
>mith, E. 1. Brown, International
We are about to reduce our stock of Dress
Falls
furnish an
pany on the E. Plummer lots, and Buniford
who wants a .Skirt can have one made to
I'aper Co., together with $72.34 of the tax of the it.
international I'aper Co. on balance of township, material—at
below:
iimountlng in all to $103 4(i be e pended upon
Skirt
Fro η 50c
Skirt
Black Brook road, and Henry H. Porter of An- From 25c
•lover Is appointed Agent to expend the stune.and
Skirt comp t.
wide
extra
From
Skirt
From
75c
the balance of said lax amounting to $!'7>0 l>e exSkirt
common width
pended upon the road leading from Andover
From
Andover
to
Vot finished inside quite
Upton, nnd I.incoln P. Fuller of
are for the latest style Hare skirts.
These
Noith Suiplus Is appointed Agent to tχ pend the
on all
but lit as well as the best.
-aine; and said agents are required to give bondi1 as our more
as the law directs.
of Skirts.

Paper

Goods,

Any lady
prices

comple'e $2.89.
complete $4.59.

goods,
goofs

Letter "C" for the purpose of
Brook road, so called,
and also the "Carry
lying
Road", so called, widen lies In said township,
the sum of two hundred and tlfty dollars Is as■sesced as follows :

Township
tlic Black
ONrepairing
In eald

I

$1
prices
expensive work,

kinds

goods,

order,—we

complete $3.89.
$5,39.
goo's.
complete $5.79.

goods,

$1

Special price»

Walking Skirts

township,

to Order.

Skirts as follows:
To close all the heavy Cloths we have, wo make Walking

From 75c. goods, flare $3 59; flounce $4 19.
From $1 goods, flare $4.49; flounce $5.19.
and
We do all kinds of Fine Dressmaking and Ladies' Tailoring,

turning

are

Union Water Power Co., of
out some of the best work in this section of the State.
I.ewitton, dam, lot and buildonly two weeks. It w ill
200 $5000 $100(0
Nntira •—This special offer is for;ui(,
ings,
Imnnrtant nonce.
those w|io onler lirst
Γ. U. Coe, one-third, David
brjng jn many or(1(,rs
to select.
I'lngree, Ann Maria Wheatwhich
front
assortment
the
will
have
greatest
land A Annar.l'eabody.twotlilrits of remainder of said
Connection.
GPEastem
150 00
towut-lilp except public lots, 19500 7500

important

Telephone

A nd Henry It. Poiter of Andover Is appointed
to
Agent to expend the same and Is required
rive bond

as

the law directs.

"C" Surplus, for the purpose of repairing
so much of the County road leading from
Andover to Upton as lies In said Surplus, the
<un> of thirty live dollars Is assessed as follows:
contain nine
L'pon the entire tract, supposed to exclusive
of
hotipund, three hundred acres,
labile lots, and owned one-third by T. U. Coe of
Ann
l
Davl
tiangor, and two-thirds by Anna I'lngree,
I'. 1'eabody,
Wheat In r.d and
Mai la
he sum of thlrty-ilve dollars; and Bennett
Agent to ex|>end
Morse of 1'pton Is
to give bond as the
he same and is

ON

MEN'S SUITS
made of good cloth, trimmed with good materials

appointed

aw

required

directs.

and made up

Frycburg Academy tirant, for the purpose
of repairing the only County road therein,
.he sum of fifty-two dollars and tlfty-slx

ON

•.ems

Norway^Me.

THOMAS SMILEY,

$250 00

Is assessed

as

follows

§

τ

k
S)
fi
ο
Le forest Conner, lot 3, R. 7, A
Κ· I-2of4, B.7,
ΛΙΙΙκηιι Brown, W l-2of4, R.7,
A S. E. 14 of 5, R. 7,
M K. Chandler, S. E. 1.2 of 5,
Κ 7, A S. W. 1.5 of 5. Κ. 7, A
1 2 of β, R. 7,
fe.st. Λ. S. IJean, lute 1 A Jin B.
5, ami parte of lot» 3,4, 5 A 0,
B. 5, 4 A il, It. 0, and 4, B. 8,
Α Ν. Ε. 1-4 1, Β (J, and lot 7
In B. 7, A part of 6 In B. 7,
C. H. Edwnle, lots 8 Α ί>, B. 5
Kil Peabody and H.P.Wheeler,
lots 1, 2 A 3, B. 8,
Joslah Connor, N. W. 1-4 lot 5,
Ε

s

ô
2

y,

>

1s

175

«β

ι

# 730 $5 40

point.

Black Suits

$7.50,

S00

5

100

500

3 CO

725
175

3000
200

21 60
1 44

is)

500

3 «il

13
Balph W. Bean, lots 2 A 3, B. 6, 20o
30
Fred L. Edwards, lot 1, B. 7,
D. A. Farwcll. N. W. 14 1. It 6. 25
Frank Farwcll Est., S. W. 14
25
1, B. 6.
Sam'l W. Potter, 8. K. 14 1. Β <i, 25
ltcnnctt, N. W. 14 4,
John_W.
Ο
K. 7,
Allison Brown, A. W. Stiles
200
100
Henry Stiles, homestead,
Mrs. C. L. Abbott, part lot 1,
15
,,
Mrs. C. t. Brown, part lot 1,
30
Fletcher I. Bean, part lot 1,B. 4, 10
<>. Bennett, part meadow lot, 5
100
Boscoe F. Cross, lot 5, B. 6,

175

50
50
50

1 24
3<i
30
88

50
50

30
:«!

and $16.

$5 upwards.

Several lines of the Ilart, Schalbier & .Marx

Ι

1

suits.

Κ

J01».

wR V
«...Ι*

100

p.

H. B. FOSTER,

50
00
50
100

ί^Γ\ ΑΙ
Vy ΓΛ 1—

STATE OF .HAINE.
1081

3rt
3C
36

V·'

1901.

road at I.ovell, $ 5 00
Sept. 23, to 2 davs viewing
5 28
$62 50
To (iti miles travel at itroads In unviewing
to 3 daye
7 50
Academy Sept. 20,

And Allison Brown of Fryeburg
Grant Is nppolnted A^ent to superintend the
expenditure of the same and Is required to xlve
bond as the law directs.
Blley Plantation for the purpose of repairIn# the road In said Plantation running up
to \\ m. Gorman's the sum of one hundred
dollars Is assessed as follows:

ON

organized

Oct.

I Oct.

town,

To *3 miles,
8, to 2 clave at Kuinford surveying
land tfnmage,
To 44 inllee,

6 56

5 on
:i 52
.· 90
3 «8

15, to 1 day adjourned session,
To 4(! mllee,
of Frank W.
Oct. 31, to. 2 dave on pet
5 no
Curncll,
4 00 I
To 50 miles,
ct «Is, 5 on
Carroll
King
of
on
2
to
pet
Nov. 7,
days
tio
5
<
To 70 miles,
2 So
M
e
S
Nov. 1», to 1 day at Pari»,
ό
S
3 08
>
fc*
Ο
To46mUes,
Ά
Ο
7 5n
Dec. 31, to 3 days at regular session,
3 (if
Geo. W. Ilium-hard, Win. MaTo 4(i miles,
1000 $2<i00 $ 8 l'J
son, lots «!, 7, 8 A U. It. 1,
Same owners, balance of town#70 uu I
ship draining Into the An
JOHN' M. I'll! I.KKOoK.
droscoggln river north of
20 32
5000
2520
Berlin Falls, X. 11,
South Pa Is, Jan. 3,1902.
Heirs of Bobert Estes, 1-2 lot 9,
2-2
50
100
B. 13,
2 42
600
I
400
Edwin IL Ingalle, homestead,
"
4 02 COUNTY OK OXFORD
1000
800
Dr J
Est. of Alonzo Flileld,
To JON IT1IAN BART LETT,
"
1
46
350
'200
Wm. Gorman,
"
4 0C 1901.
1000
500
Stlllman N. Llttlehale,
road
31 Sept. 23, to 1 day at Lovell, State
75
Fred Gorman, W. 1-4 lot 2, Β 8, 50
t 850
82
200
matter.
60
G. F. Llttlehale, homestead,
1 92
travel,
mllee
82
24
200
200
To
B.
15,
Wm. C. Chapman, lot 1,
10 on
Lake
trip,
82 Sept. 20, to 4 days un
200
Est. W. W. Mason, lot 3, It. il, 200
8 00
To 100 mllee travel,
5 00
Hastings Brothers, lot 2, B. 15,
1 13 Oct. 15, to 2 days at Paris, adj. session,
275
2(0
A 1-2 lot », B. 13,
3 20
To 40 miles travel,
International Paper Co., bal. of
2 50
Paris,
at
48
55
1
to
13250
day
Oct. 24,
3 20
township except public lots, 18»45
To 40 miles travel,
I
of
$100 00 Oct. 31, to 3 days at Kumfonl Falls, |>ct.
7 50
F. W. Curncll et ale,
SO
6
Plantation
And Stlllman N. Llttlehale of Blley
To 85 miles travel,
K. King
Is appointed Agent to superintend the expendi- Nov. 7, to 3 days at Paris, pet.of C.
7 50
et ale,
ture of said tax and Is required to glvo bond as
4 40 |
the law directs.
To 65 miles travel,
5 oo
session,
assessment
said
that
at
Paris,
adj.
ordered
And It Is hereby
Nov. 18, to 2 days
3 20 j
To 40 mllee travel,
be published as the law requires.
session, 10 00
Dec. 31, to 4 days at Parle regular
JOHN M. PHILBROOK. ) County Comr'e
3 20
j
To 40 mllee travel,
of the
JONATHAN BABTLETT,}
BANDALL L. TAYLOB, ) County of Oxford.
M
A true copy—attest
JONATHAN BARTLETT.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk.
South Parle, Jan. 2,1902.
_

We Do all Kinds of....

COUNTY OF OXFORD

JOB PRINTING.
Atwood & Forbes, South Paris.
RATIO WOODBUBT, A.M., M.D.,

Physician & Surgeon,
SOUTH r \RI3,

MAIN·.

Office and residence, 14 High Street.

Dr.
To KAN DA I.I, L. TAYLOR,
1901.
2 50
φ
South
Arm,
Sept. 2(5, to 1 day at
3 52
Travel 44 miles,
W. Curncll
Oct. 31, to 1 dav on pet. Frank
2 50
ct ale In Rumford,
1 20
Travel 15 mllee,
00
10
R.
C.
King,
Nov. 6, 7.8,9, to 4 days on pet.
7 20
Travel on eame, 90 mllee,
50
7
Nov. 18,19, 20. to 3 daye at Paris,
5 60
Travel 70 mllee,
50
12
at
Paris,
Dec. 30,31, Jan. 1, 2.3 1902,5 daye
5 60
Travel 70 mllee,

Now

6 Skirts, Drawers and

prices.

HOWE,

Call

South Paris, Me.

■

A. W.

Sand,

Cook Stove For Sale

W. M. SHAW.

Gold Medal I
IS

at Buffalo!

M

-^The^Millions'of
.:a

^Womenlwho:wear<j *2?

Shoes are an Army
of Witnesses to
their Wonderful

Fitting

Qualities.

These shoes have received the

greatest

volume

of

patronever

age

stowed
an

be-

upon

article

were

of

al at BuHalo.

"They
Fit
w^ere

accounts, we

οι

Oxford
commission. Address
THE VICTOR OIL COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio.

awarded

the Gold Med-

January 2,1902

WANTED SELSS
SALESMEN
Salary
and adjacent counties.
In

Ax.

fo>twear, and

foregoing
Having examined
following »·ιιηβ :
$76 or
To John M. Phllbrook
83 w
To Jonathan Rartlett
5t 1.
To Randall L. Taylor
Attorney.
ELLERY C. PARK, County
S. J. Court.
CHARLES F. WHITMAN, Clerk
allow thereon the

SON,

Inonlerto make room (or u larger Hlovc I
offer for hale the cook «love now In u*e In my
kitchen. ΙΊ|η.ί| for hot water; tnkee i foot woo· I;
Can be
new linings; copper hot water tank.
i>cen In une at ANDKKNVS HOUSE, South l'art*.

the above named John
Bartlctt and lUudall I..
M. Phllbrook, Jonathan
made oath to the correctanil
severally
Taylor
bill·
by them subscribed.
ness of the foregoing
Before me,
WHITMAN,
F.
CHARLES
Clerk Sup. Jud. Court.
the

OIT.

brin#

Ice, Coal, Cement, Lime, Hair, Iîrick,

8TATE OF MAINE.

Personally appeared

ItK χ κ V Κ II
us will

WALKER &

Total,
RANDALL L. TAYLOR
South Carls, Jan. 2, 1902.

OXFORD,

Λ

WK

κογτπ γλκιμ, Jil·:.

$58 12

B8.

Do ΥΟΓ WANT IT'.'

Λ

COUNTY OF OXFORD
To JOHN M. PI1ILBROOK, Dr.

Ti

f

postal or telephone to
you a supply promptly.

COUNTY COMMISSIONERS' COURT
AND ROAD BILLS.
December Term, 1801.

3 00

Mo.

Norway,

Eastern 'Plionc

ιoQ
150
500

s< ock.
MRS. E. A.

$15

$10, $12,

Neat business suits from

76 I
I

100

Our line of Mack suits is

at every

strong

into suits you

by clothing experts

will be interested in.

:

12

2

Corset Covers at ρ opular
our

Druggist,

Trust has made the

Sugar

Bring

Hamburg Trimm ed IS ight Robes from

and examine

only by

and sold

New Year's Gift.

a

line of MUSLIN UNDER- j

65 cts. to $2.37.

speak

customers

E^Public Tele; hone Station.

130 24

4900

Our

you need it.

Post Office.

to

11

450

for

cure

20

>

300

and certain

pounds of
Granulated Sugar for $1.00!

so

ε
is
o
Cliaa.

highest.

case

Prescription

Next Door

.The

much of the County
ON
repairing
Ing from Andover Corner to Upton

rapid

ERNEST P. PARLIN,

$100 «0 80

$51 20

ho

bottle in your home in

Prepared

Henry W.

Andover North

a

Good

Dunn of Andover North Surappointed Agent to superintend the exsame
of
the
according to law and Is I1
penditure
required to give bond as the law directs.
And
plus Is

Keep

of it in the

es

100

a

Cures Croup in ten minutes.

>

κ

It's

It's the best selling remedy we have.
all Throat and Lung affections.

—

ο

a

WEAR.

I

WITH PARLIN'S

Mid month.

A few more HAT 'SAT COST.
is the time to purcl uise.
A

CURE TOUR COUGH

STATE OF MAUVE.
OXFORD, 89:
Court of County Commissioners, December res·
for
slot)» A. D. 1901, held at Parla, within and
the Mid County of Oxford, on the la»t Tuesday
Slet
day of
of Decemlier, A. D. 1901, being the

Others

Fail!"

J. F. Plummer,

Sole agent for Paris and

31 Market

Sq.t

South

vicinity,
Paris, Me.

BEECHAM'S PILLS

[taken

lOcentaaad Mceita, at all drat stare·.

I

Covers
AND

Books.

Instruction
-AT-

Reasonable Prices.
BOSTON

MX?

A LOW PRICE

m

"Got.
leave

—

patterns and clean

to close out odd

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Comer Main and Danforth Sts..

MAINE.

NORWAY,

CATARRH
TRIAL

*ft"

v

SIZK.

•

Ely's

HeadAre the Beet remedy for
ache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
bowels
the
move
carrygently,
quieklv,
iug off fever and other poisonous matter
from the system. Guaranteed to **cura
Try them. Ù5 cents. Tor sale by

Gives Relief at one·.
It cleanse*, soothes
an·I heals the disease·!
It cure»
membrane.
drives
and
catarrh
awav a cold In the

Bargains

kn...."J.!C0LT> '·» HEAD

protect^ the Membrane. Kestoree the Senses of
Taste and Smell- full Size, 30 cents, Trial size
10 cents, at I'rugglsts or by mall.
Κ L Υ Β KOT11 Klt>, 36 Warren Street, New York

«ΓΧΞΕ

TOY GRAPHOPHONE.

Pond;

used

pianos.
"We have in stock 50 pianos of different
makes that have been used. Prices range
from

sold

$50 upward.
immediately, we

As these must all be
have made

o

ο

ο

ο

ο

Ο

ο

ο
ο

ο

The circle of large stars, beginning
with the upper left star, a motto frequently expressed by old and young is
these days.
No. 400—Λ

Proverbial Sarins.

prices

equally good pianos have ever

ments as

Boylston SU Boston.
EXPERIENCE

'ATENTS

be
Dtewef tkrrc are children there %hculd also

I HAUL

(iRAPHOPHONE

A TOY

PtOS R*M) MISIC

flNGS M RSI RY SONGS

RiPlAlS MOÏHIR GOOSl RIHMIS

Send 51.50 and the TOY will be
delivered expresMge

prepaid.

Mill PHONOGRAPH GMT
164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

& OSE DOLLAR
$1.00 CASH

Scientific American.

Κ hat'dsomely illustrated weekly. Ι..-irvest dr.
culatton "f anr scientific Journal. Terni», $3 a
jreir: f"ur months, IL Sold by all newsdealers.

S Co.38,e~«1"' New York
MIINN
Branch Offlce, 635 F St, Washington. D. C.
new

The New Werner
Edition of the....

at

Hobbs'

Encyclopaedia

Variety
Store.

Britannica

That Λίβ

Delay,
Never Before

for

^

So do not

is
°.ffer
Limited

has
κ™* lihra«7
been within everybody's easy reach, and the chances are
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
that such

Never

an

opportunity

Again

of the

Thirty-six Thousand

COUPON

I would like full details and specimen payes of the New Werner Encyclopaedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural
colors.
Name
Street

City

Thousands of rolls from
2 1-2 to 10 cents

a

roll.

will

BRITANNICA contains
Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
AT
OUR STORE and
Boo It-shelf. CALL
examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and mail it to us.

edition

THEY CRUSH THE POWERS

This is written ip mid-Oetober. The king,
oppre*>ive sommer is quite gone. Fading
leaf, withering tree and the rustling corn in
the Held* are eigne of the season.
froet, rain, snow,—they are coming. Ton

remember last winter ; of 1900 and 1901.
The woether wee oruel. Ah! the thou».
an4> it killed, and the hundreds of thousands it ©Aimed and crippled.
Oh, the
rough graep it laid on men at work, women
at home, and children in crib· and ««die·.
Coughs that began before Tk^nkeoivme
Dav are rucking and tearing them still;
ye·,

and

growing

they dig deeper into
the poor, tired throat and Kings. Uuj
were cured bjr using Benson'· Pore us Plaster*. for the soothing and healing power
of these Plaster» if wonderful. They eon-

and State

wo»e

as

oomplainta

fuer the

THAT AM KILLING THI PEOPLE.

No other plaster, no other medicine or ap.
B. —The prices and terms are as follows;
No. 1—In Buckram Cloth, the set complete few plioMion, qan compare with them. Cough·,
colas, beekaehe, rheumatism, lumbago,
$1.00 cash and $3.00 per month. Price, S4Ô.UU.
Κα 2—Ια Half Morocco, 12.00 cash, and $4.Of kidney and Ιΐτβτ trouble·, asthma, innuΛ.
SCO.
mouth.
Pneu,
per
eoasa,—they all go down before Jîenson's
Να 3—In Sheep, tan color. JB.OO cash, and K.Ot Placiers Ilk· » enow image In the eon.
per month. Prie·, $75.00.
9
Ton can't throw
money awey on a Benson's
» 10 per cent deducted from the above prices l!
Plaster. Everybody m goipg to use them
fill amount la uud wiihin thirty days *tter receipt
this season. But make certain you get the
of books.
Ν.

for Sale

F. A

ueually

by

Shurtleff ft Co.

(
have

genuine. All druggist·,

or w·

will prepay

any number ordered In the
United States on reoetot of lie. each.
Saabury & Jehnson, Mfg. Chemista, N.T.

postage

on

Cross
Children

something «γοβι lnalde. Often It la worms. Give a taw do—«
'a Pin Worui Elixir.
If worm» are preaeut they will be a χ pel lad
If
no worn* exist True'a Elixir can do no barm, but acta aa a tonic, blood
purifier cure· constipation, blUouaneaa and all the manv ailment· common
to chllCboo*' that can be traced to dtaordered stomach. Uver or bow·)·.
Wornaa cauae much Ulneea and may cause death before their
presence la
sua pec te<i.
Every fkmlly should take the precaution of giving their children
of True

No. 410.—Concealed Word Square.
Three strangers marching through tht
two,
With a banner very upside down
(A negro aud a Japanese
And a girl named Eva Denby Dease),
Bold Simon pure new elbow grease.

TRUES
Pin Worm

ELIXIR
QIto True'· Elixir to the children at
regular lu larval a, to guard againat worms.
It nua bet η In uae aince 1)461. Aa good for
grown people aa for children. It la purely
vegetable. Harmleea under any condition·, for children or adult·. 36 eta. m
bottle at drugglHta. Write for free book
··Childrei» and Their Dieewet"

Br. J. F.Trv· ft C·., A«b«r«t Ik.

special treatment for Tape Worm.

Write for free

pnmpklaU

ffi?to«i aid turn

onahot

at once

dish.

CHEESE TOAST.

uTckTyNnhehÎ;CmiÎk

quHe'S

SSaSMi3SW5
minute. in

a

made

Serve very bot.

hot oven.

CHEESE FABC1E.

Put into the upper pan of

pepper° and^one-fourth

^echaflng-

m«u£

il&"Vup4.rg
teaspoon

IF BANNER SALVE
doesn't cure your piles, your money
will be returned. It i^the most healing
medicine. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
If eyes were made
beauty is its own excuse
Emerson.

for

seeing, then
for being.—

You should know that Foley's Honey
and Tar is absolutely the best for all
Dealdiseases of the throat and lungs.
ers are authorized to guarantee it to
give satisfaction. F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
Fish stories in Connecticut are restricted by a law which penalizes tlie
catching of more than thirty trout in
one

day.

FOR PNEUMONIA.

Dr. C. J. Bishop, Agnew, Mich., says:
milk
stir frequently until the "I have used
Foley's Honey and Tar in
u hot and then constantly as the
three very severe cases of pneumonia
cheese
adding
Bewith good results in every case."
up. ware of substitutes.
F. A. Shurtleff &

•?l·

melia,

Par?leyî?"'

beat®°y°J,^'

heaped tiiblespoons grated I ar
the chopped mixture, and a little

Blade—Have you had any luck selling
your country house? Grasse—Fine. A
man looked at it the other day.

^dually,

My
My
My
My
My
My
My

river;

first is in castle and not in house;
second is in mat and not in rug;
third is ii^supper and not in dinner;
fourth is in bottle and not in cork;
fifth is in red and not in pink;
sixth is in sugar and uot in salt;
seventh is in ground aud not li

My eighth is in law and not in politics;
My uinth is in animals and not in birds;
My whole is a city in Europe.

41Ï.-Entcma.
I am composed of ten letters.
My 10, 8, 9. 7 is a kind of worsted.
My 0, 8, 4 is a small animal.
My 3, β, 1 is a fish.
My 4, 2, 7 is a metal.
My 4, 5, 7. 10 is small.
My whole is a useful book.
X·.

414.—Ami(run·.

"1 prefer The Last-main' to either."
"
"And I 'The To-bab.'
"Is that clergyman a 'sprite' or a 'nodace?'"
"Did you ever we the Teddy's-one'
lighthouse ?"
Odd, ladwd.
"Any odd job?" the tramp Inquired.
The housewife answered with α nod.
"Were you to do most any job,"
"
'twere odd!*1
She pleasantly observed,
—Detroit Free Press.
Key to Ibe Paaaler.

No. 400.-Squared Words: 1.—1. Nile.

2. Idea. 3. Lees. 4. East. II.—1. Post.
2. Over. 3. Sere. 4. Tree.
No. 401.—Central Acrostic: Christmas.
1. Ice. 2. Shy. 3. Carol. 4. Audirou. 5.
6. Century. 7. Seraious. 8.
Present.
Wreaths. 0. S.
No. 402.—Christmas Rhymes: Sauta
Claus. St Nicholas, Kriss Kriugle, mistletoe, holidays, evergreen, plums. Yule
log.
No. 408.—Numeral Enigma: "Knowledge is now no move a fountain sealed."
No. 404.—Triangle: 1. Gothic. 2. Onion. 3. Tied. 4. llod. 5. In. β. C.
No. 405.—State Capitals: 1. Little Rock.
Ark.
2. Cheyenne. Wy.
3. Phenix.
Λ ri». 4. Raleigh, Ν. C.
5. Lincoln, Neb.
U. St. Paul. Minn. 7. Columbia. S. C. 8.
Baton Itogue, La. t>. Austin, Tex. 10.
Augusta. Me. 11. Concord, Ν. il. 12.
Columbus. O.

DON'T LIVE TOGETHER.
Constipation and health never go to-

gether. DeWitt's Little Early Risen
promote easy action of the bowels with
outgripingor distress. Are safe, sure,
gentle, thorough.

Purely vegetable.

French Professor—Ah, yes, madem
oiselle, you spick ze French wizout «
least accent. Miss Breezy—Real kind ol
Profesyou to say so, but do I, really?
Zat ees, without «
sor—Oh, yes!
least French accent.
te Mother·.
^
carefully every bottle of CASTORIA,
• safe and (ore remedy for Infanta and chUdw,
and aM that it

Impotent

«patoMoT

tâh/fâéi&ùÛ

k TJaa Wat Over SO Tam,
Tha Kind Toe Have Always Bought

She
Midnight Medicine.
(ratbei
wearily)—It must be lovely to be a man.
He (a late stayer)—Why?
She—A man
can spend the evening with whom b<
pleases, and not have to entertain anybody that comes along.
To accommodate those who are partial
to the use of atomizers in applying
liquids into the nasal passages foi
catarrhal troublea, the proprietors prePrice
pare Ely's Liquid Cream Balm.
including the spraying tube ia 75 cents.
Druggists or by mail. The liquid embodies the medicinal properties of the
eolid preparation. Cream Balm is quickly absorbed by the membrane and does
not dry up the secretions, but changes
them to a natural and healthy character.
ELT BROS., 56 Warren Street, New
York.

duce it
picturesque adjunct to his
description of evening.
In Dickens' "Our Mutual Friend"
Eugene Wrayburn, in his walk along
the river bank, finds it has just risen
when "the stars were beginning to

HAS MANY VIRTUES.

the sky, from which the tones
and yellow were flickering."
Dickens, In truth, was sublimely superior to astronomical niceties, especially when they in any way interfered with the artistic effect of his
In his "Child's Dream of a
stories.

Star" the point turns upon one special
star, "larger and more beautiful than
the rest," which always came out
and
every night in one particular place
at one particular time, thereby behav-

star hae ever conceivably
been known to do. This is undoubtedly taking a liberty with the solar system, but it is small indeed compared
with the license sometimes claimed by
authors desirous of calling In the aid
of astronomy to assist their plots, but

ing

as

no

CREAMED

He—Don't take me too seriously.
Remove the scales and stones from
Mix equal parts of fine She—Yes, I will. A compliment makes
nice
one feel good even when one knows it is
chopped nuts-walnuts, almonds or

Xes

pecans—and
pecan»

fresh

cream

cheese, add

a

avltie8 with
in powdered sugar.
h

BUTTERMILK CHEESE.

Set a pan of buttermilk on the back of
the stove where it cannot reach the
scalding point and keep it there until
the curd separatee from the whey. Turn
it into a square of cheesecloth and let it
drain until quite dry without pressure.
Then gently mix in enough rich cream
Pack it in
to make it a smooth mass.
It will keep
small forms and set away.
some time if you will only let it, and

improves

every

day.

CHEESE 80CFFLE.

Make one-half cup of white sauce with
two level tablespoons butter, one heaping tablespoon Hour and one-half cup of
milk. Season delicately with salt and
paprika. Add the well-beaten yolks of
three eggs and one cup of grated cheese.
Let it cool, then fold in the stiffly beaten
whites, turn into a buttered baking dish,
and bake in a hot oven about twenty
minutes until it puffs up.
Serve immediately for all souffles fall when cool.
Sometimes the cold air between the
oven and the table will make them
settle at once.
CHEESE STRAWS.

Mix

thoroughly

one

COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
STOPS

THE

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay.
Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff <fe Co.

a

He—It is a pleasure to meet a woman
who has a sense of humor.
She—But,
really, one doesn't need a sense of humor
to laugh at the things you say.
La

Grippe coughs

often continue for

months, and sometimes lead to fatal

re-

suite after the patient is supposed to
have passed the danger point.
Foley's
Honey and Tar affords positive protection and security against these coughs.
F. A. Shurtleff A Co.

"Pa, who went in the ark besides the
animals?"
"Noah and his three sons
and wives."
"Didn't Joan go, too?"
"What Joan?"
"Why, Joan of Arc!"
"Little Colds" neglected—thousands

of lives sacrificed every year.
Dr.
Wood's Norway Pine Syrup cures little
colds—cures big colds too, down to the
very verge of consumption.

The shadow of the moon, which falls
on the earth during an eclipse of the
table- sun, is usually about fifty miles in diamadd eter.

heaped
cup flour;

epoon butter with one
one cup grated cheese, one-half teaspoon
salt, and a few grains paprika. Make it
into a stiff paste with ice cold water,
then roll it thin as possible, and cut it
into strips about six to eight inches
long and one-fourth inch wide. Bake in
a hot oven and serve with salad.
RAMEKINS.

eggs; add two rounded
tablespoons of butter melted, two tablespoons of flour, and two tablespoons
of grated cheese. Mix them thoroughly
and turn it into small patty pans and
bake from ten to fifteen minutes.—Good
Beat

only flattery.

two

This

<BWA

aifiiâtare

Laxative

'-he

la

on

every box of th·

Bromo-Quinine
cold fa

remedy that

cure· ·

genaiM

am

daj

Newlywed—That steak you sent
only large enough for one!
Butcher—Well, I thought you and your
husband had just been made one.
Mrs.

me

was

Frank Treadwell, Bennett, la., was
troubled with kidney disease for two
Housekeeping.
He writee: "I had taken several
years.
kinds of kidney remedies, but with little
IN BUYING TABLE LINEN
benefit. Finally I tried Foley's Kidney
Remember that January is the best Cure, and a one dollar bottle cured me."
time to buy, because the latest patterns F. A. Shurtleff & Co.
and "summer bleached" linens are im"Don't you ever regret your past?"
ported in December.
Deal only with a firm whose state- inquired the prison
missionary. "No,"
ments can be trusted.
replied the hardened convict, "it's the
is
the
standard
of
It
is
Weight
price.
present that worries me most.
not wise to buy anything for the table
that weighs less than four and one-half TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
ounces to the square yard.
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets.
Never buy a mixture of cotton and All
druggists refund the money if it
linen.
fails to cure.
F. W. Grove's signature
If damask is stiff and crackles when on each box. 25c.
F. A. Shurtleff &
bent, it has probably been starched to Co.
make it seem of a better quality than it
is. Good damask has an elastic texture.
"Don't speak, my dear, of the husband
Patterns usually can be duplicated you had before me."
"Better than
within two years.
speaking of the one I may have after
Unbleached damask may be bought you."
for about flfty cents a yard.
From that
CHILD WORTH MILLIONS.
as the lowest point, prices range to four
or five dollars a yard for the finest
"My child is worth millions to me,"
pieces.
says Mrs. Mary Bird of' Harrisburg, Pa.,
The German linen is not so snow "yet I would have lost her by croup had
white as the Irish, and lacks the variety I not purchased a bottle of One Minute
and freshness in patterns, but it is Cough Cure."
Sure cure for coughs,
durable.
croup and throat and lung troubles.
Fineness is not a safe guide either for Absolutely safe. Acts immediately.

durability
Straight

or

lasting beauty.

lines between the centre and
border are troublesome in ironing.
The Shamrock pattern of Irish linen
denotes the best quality obtainable. The
manufacturers whose trade-mark this is
always retain the same measurements
for their goods.
Avoid extreme size in napkins.
A dozen and a half or two dozen napkins should be bought with each tablecloth.
A table-cloth made in one piece is
more satisfactory than one bought by
the yard. There is not a great difference
in the prices, and the greater beauty of
the patterned cloth is worth more to the

"For some people," remarked the obof events and things, "a pill is
just about as hard to get down as a
server

broken umbrella."

W. D. Yancy, Paducah, Ky.,

writes:

"I had a severe case of kidney disease,
and three of the best physicians in
southern Kentucky treated me without
success.
1 was induced to try Foley's
Kidney Cure. The first bottle gave immediate relief and three bottles cured
me permanently.
I gladly recommend

rougher

or commoner use

and in the

Take

no

sub-

"I was troubled for about seven years

country the unbleached has advantages. with my stomach and in bed half iqy
The city housekeeper has no suitable time,"
says E. Demick, Somerville, Ina.
for
opportunity
bleaching.—Good "I spent $1,000 and could get nothing

Housekeeping.

to help me until I tried Kodol Dyspepsia Cure.
I have taken a few bottles

Very little of any furniture polish is and am entirely well."
enough, therefore be careful not to put
on too much.
A very good one is made
George—What's de matter, kid?
by mixing turpentine and linseed oil in Willie—It's dis way, boo-hoo! De boss
the proportion of one ounce of spirits of told me to be prompt about everything.
turpentine to three ounces of linseed An' now he's fired me because I was too
oiL Apply with a cloth.
prompt about goin* home!

all for a few minutes.
Grease spots that have become hard
and burned In on ranges may be removed by rubbing with a few drops of
Sometimes the fishy smell will cling
to knives and forks after oily flsb like
salmon or mackerel has been served.
Cut a lemon, rub them with it, and the
disagreeable odor will vanish.
Sometimes a large roasting pan. beused, gets rusty. To

possible.

minutée alone is the utmost limit
of time during which the sun's face Is
totally obscured, and the observer under ordinary circumstances counts himseven

self lucky if he Is rewarded for a journey of some thousands of miles by an
uninterrupted view of the corona for
three minutes, two or even less.
Some years ago one of the magazines
contained a story called "The Portent,"
the motif of which was a certain
strange seeming in the heavens which,
whenever It appeared, boded 111 to a
particular family. This prophetic sign
other thau the appearance
of the crescent moon with a star between the two horns. Nor was this a
particularly novel Idea, for it will be
remembered that in Coleridge's "Ancient Mariner" that veracious seaman
relates how at one period of his adwas

none

ventures there rose
above the eastern bar
The horned moon, with one bright star
Within the nether Up.
In a purely miraculous and fanciful
creation like this famous poem It
would be ridiculous to cavil at such
a detail, though In the case of the
story It might well be questioned how
the star could manage to appear Id
such a position. We may perhaps refer to the line In "The Burial of Sir
John Moore" where the great soldier

Is represented

as

struggling
light," whereas,
tbe

belug Interred "by

moonbeam's

misty

matter of fact,
tbe moon was but a day old at the
time of tbe battle of Coruua and therefore Invisible. This seems like hyper
criticism, especially In a poem that
lays do claim to astronomical accuracy,
The case Is different when an author
deliberately makes a statement which
be Intends shall be believed. In "Innocents Abroad" Mark Twain draws
special notice to tbe point that on the
voyage across the Atlantic they observed the full moon located just In
tbe same spot in the heavens at the
He accounts
same hour every uight.
for this by the motion of the ship,
which gained enough every day tc
keep up with the uioon, but he seemingly forgot that, though for this reason the position of the moon might nol
as a

would,

look

so

Hkon Y oar Own Capacity.
If tbe people about yon are carrying
on their business or tbelr benevolent*
at a pace which draws tbe life out ol
be
you, resolutely take a slower pace;
called a laggard, make less money, accomplish less work than they, but tx
what you are meant to be and can be.
as

With tbe exception of pearls Jewel*
may be washed wltb warm water and
pure soap. Tbey should then be put
In boxwood sawdust to dry. If this la
done, polishing will be unnecessary.
As boxwood sawdust is very fine, It
will not scratch, and as It absorba
moisture rapidly It helps to give jewels
It can be procured from
a high polish.

any dealer In Jeweler's supplies or ordered through a Jeweler.

Signature
of

.Itx.Xmna

KoAUUSJMslnueXfd *

ïsàu.

Use

Ctnn/itJ .iiMr
hïntvy ■«»< Λπβτ

Aporfecl Remedy for Constipa-

non Sour Stonach.Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and LOSS OF SLEEP.

For 9ver

FacSunitc Signature of

Thirty Years

dL&pfà&z*

NEW YORK.
Atto

J)

tbe Studio.

mon

lh*> old

JjCl

DltSlS

!N I S

EXACT COPY OF WRAPPER.

"Tour work bears the closest kind of
Inspection." remarked the girl with the
t
dimple. "What iulinlte pains you mu:

^7

i. niw roue orrr.

take with it!"

"Perhaps." replied the artist; "but.
do you know. I enjoy the pains."
"Then," she rejoined, with a bright
smile, "you, too, pursue art for art'i
ache."—Chicago Tribune.

SOUVENIRS
IN

BIIRWT

AQUARELLES, MEDALLIONS

Blue Prints

on cloth and made up in Sofa Pillows,
Glove Cases, Cushions, &c.

Libby,

Miss

to attead to
daily duties

with a
constantly
aching back.
Every woman
should learn

Of

backache
and the care.

TRUE "L. F." ATWOOD'S BITTERS
reorganize the system and
3ô cents

to health.

a

bottle.

GOOD MORNING!
Do you

Quaker Range?

50 cts. down aud 50 cts.

can make your her·
una as soft u a gluve
as tough aa wire by

using BUKKKA liar.
■ «■· Oil.
You can
lengthen Ita life—make It
laat twice as long aa it
ordinarily would.

Our Usual Line of Handkerchiefs and

EUREKA

Look

make* a poor looking barneia like new. Made of
pur·, heavy bodied oil, especially prepared to withstand the weather.

STANDARD OIL CO.

Builders' Finish I
furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of anj
Style at reasonable prices.

Also Window & Door Frames,

If In want of any kind of Finish for In»ltlc 01
I'lne Lum
Outside work, send In your urilers
ber and Sblnglee on hand Cbeup for Cash.

Plaining, Sawing and Job Work
Matched Hard Wood Floor Hoards for sale.

P

CHINDLER,

Kodol
Cure

Dyspepsia
Digests what
preparation

purchasing

elsewhere.

—

—

Maine.

for Hlxty year· the SKW-YOBK WEEKLY TBI BUN Ε ha»
been a national weeklv ni w»i>ap<-r, re ni almo»t entire'y by farm
cr», an lia» enjoye·! the conlf'lence ami support of the American
pcoplu lu a degree never attained by any similar publication.

A
NEW

yon eat.

NEW-YORK

TRIUNE FARMER

The first
Ih made absolutely for firmer» an<l their famille».
number was Issued Nov. 7th, 1901.
»pedal
hvery departm nt of agricultural in>'u»(ry I» covered byami
the
contributor» who arc leader» In their respective lines,
TRI I1UNK FARMER «111 lie In every renee, a high da»», up to

date, live, enternrlelntOlgrlciiltural paper,

profusely

Illustrated

with picture» of live stock, in· del farm bulldng» ami homes, agrl·
cultural machinery, etc.
Farmer»' wlve», »on» ami daughter» will flu I «pedal page* for
their entertainment
Regular priée, #1 00 per vear, but you can buy It with your
favorite home weekly new pa|>er, Til Κ OXFORD Π MOCK \T,
one year for IJ 00.
Semi your subscriptions ami money to THE OXFORD DEMOCRAT, South l'arl», Me.

OLD

Maine

West Snmnor

before

NEW-YORK TRIBUNE FARMER.

E. W. CHANDLER,

F,

goods

eoutb. Paris,

Bold everywhere
In cans-all sizes.

or

over our

Novelties.

Mrs. E. A. Howe,

Harness Oil

I will

week a>

ALL TRIMMED HATS AND BONNETS
AT GREAT REDUCTION.

You

Size

a

Hobbs' Variety Store, Norway.

and

bj

use a

Millinery Sale!

Soft
Harness

Made

SOUTH I'ARIS, MAINE.

CHURCH STREET,

Sovereign

rebel, when abused, an<l Avar folA man's stomach rebels,
lows.
when abused, and indigestion
follows.

them.

see

H. P. MILLETT,

evrelieve a bad back and cure it—cure
kidney and bladder disorder, from
backache to diabetes.

WashMrs. C. F. Goodnow, living at 143
Conn., says:
ington street, New Iirltnlti,
lJflW,
"I nave a testimonial in December,
rills,
touching the merits of Doan's Kidney
I had been
that
said
statement
the
In
and
for
bothered with my back and kidneys but
constantly,
over thirteen years, not
In
settled
when I caught cold it generally
lame and sore. Often
my back, making It
was
back
of my
the pain through the small
I read
me cry out.
so severe as to make
procured
about Doan's Kidney Pills, andCo.'s
drug
&
W.
E.
Thompson
some from
helped my
store, on Main street. They
a short time reIn
and
back Immediately,
taken
lieved me of the trouble. I have
durln«
Doan's Kidney I'llls at Intervals
of
the last Ave years, when I felt an attack
backache coining on,; and,) they always
without
brought Instant rellef.£l am never
them In the house."/
all
drug
sold'at
Pills"
Doan's Kidney
Co., Bufstores: 50 cents. Foster-Mllburn
falo. Ν. Ϋ.

Come and

has arrived.

ery

you

Soecrlptloii.

Our Stock of_

Kidney Pills

restore

SLEIGHS !

Evory

Doan's

a

Norway, Maine.

■

SLEIGHS !

the cause of

of

Supplice,

Amateur

housework—

COLORS,

PHOTOS.

WOES.

Hard for any
woman to do

W ITER

WOOD,

PLATHE

WOMEN'S

ProTldlnir For a Way-ward Son.
Lord Chesterfield gave advice to tils
son In sundry letters, which might 01
might not be followed, but In bis will
be took good care that "my godson
Philip 'Stanhope/' should have strong
inducement to follow bis advice on al

there, or should lose on any one
day by betting or gaming as much at
£600, then in such case be shall forfeit
£8,000 to the dean and chapter of
Westminster for every each offense.Ail tbe Year Round.

H11.1) H I. Ν

«

ίλιηψΙαΛ Seul'
»

young!"—Atlanta Constitution.
In

§

*

Bears the

/iwir of Md DrSAMUEL PITCHER

smoke ee-gars stldder pipe, en stop
en si-cure my
ρ reach in' 'gin dancin',
dollife in her favor fer a hundred
come I
lars she'd marry me. hat lu w

alter,

races

saves

Kind You Have

Always Borigh?

Promotes Digestion.Cheerful·
ness and Rest.Contains neither
Opium,Morphine nor Mineral.
Not NiUic otic

ilenctveri IIIm Yonfti.
Wby
"Why. Brother Dickey. I hardly
knew you. you're looking so young and
spry! What's up now?"
"Well, still. I'ze studyln' 'bout gittln'
married erglu. dat's all."
"Getting married ?"
I made de 'quaintance er
"Yes. suh
'lowed dut
a young gal terday. en she
en
ef I'd shave off my gray whiskers,
bead, en
chop oil' de hair what on my
en
stop liiupin' wid de rheumatism,
<le sto". en
wear cloze what come out

so

least one point. All tbe bequests art
subject to the condition that if Phlllr
should keep race horses or bounds ot
stay one night at Newmarket, "that In
famous seminary of iniquity and 111
manners," during the course of tbi

INFANTS/<

He

her phase certainly
that It could not have been
the full moon which was visible night
after night.—London Standard.

greatly

This

I The

simiîuting itieFoodandRegulating the Stomachs andBowels of

it away.
Old newspapers save work In the
kitchen. When you bave any "messy"
task on hand, like dressing a chicken,
pickling over fruit, etc.. lay a paper on
the table, ga her tbe litter up with it
and burn a!l together.
scouring the table.

For Infante and Children.

ÀYfcgetabie Preparalioafor As

ing infrequently
prevent wash It well after using, dry
it in the oven, then while warm rub
It over with a greased cloth and hang

of the young moon comes
In, and the sun has scarcely set liefore the "line crescent" rises In the
east. Withlu a wonderfully short space
of time ufter this curious event the
moon is full, and only a day later the
total eclipse of the sun takes place,
despite the astronomical fact that it
Is at "no moon'" (or, more accurately
speaking, the last few seconJs of the
old moon and the first few seconds of
the new) that α total solar eclipse alone

CASTOSUA

^TimtTiTiTO

kerosene on a cloth.

difficulty

Ton bave your natural limit of powei
much as an engine—ten horsepower
stitute. F. A. Shurtleff <fc Co.
You are fit
or twenty or a hundred.
"Ah, old man! I hear you've had an to do certain kinds of work, and yoc
user.
The comparative merits of bleached addition to your family."
"Yes, two." need a certain kind and amount ol
and unbleached damasks depend upon "Not twins?"
"Oh, no; the baby and fuel and a certain kind of handling.
the use to which the cloth is to be put, my wife's mother."
George S. Merrlam.
and upon the opportunity for bleaching
For
A PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.
at the command of the housewife.
Claaalac Jewels.
this wonderful remedy."

a pancake lifter to place cooklce
tbe baking tin and to remove them.
To clarify fat after frying throw iu a
few slices of raw potato and simmer

Use

on

cerned, but with a perfect disregard
of astronomical details which in its
Here,
audacity Is almost startling.
again, as in so many other cases, the

is

DATES.

KITCHEN HELPS,

who are either Insufficiently acquainted with their subject or count it no
Bin to twist and convert facts to suit
their requirements.
A very famous and noteworthy Instance of this is afforded In Rider Haggard's "Kiug Solomon's Mines," where
the phenomenon of a total solar eclipse
Is employed with most happy and dramatic effect as far as the story is con-

But perhaps the most interesting
For cuts, burns and bruises DeWitt's
Witch Hazel Salve is unequalled. Draws feature of this altogether remarkable
brown
oven until firm and a golden
out the Pre, stops the pain, soon heals eclipqe Is that the total darkness lasts
Serve immediately, as it fal
color.
the wound. Beware of dangerous coun- for nearly an hour.
Alas, under the
quickly.
terfeits. Sure cure for piles.
rarest aud most favorable conditions,

Mo. 411.—Klddlenieree.

No. 413.-4>rlansle.
1. A masculine name. 2. Lacking ir
flesh. 3. A young boy. 4. An article, δ
A letter.

cents.

■
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If thou wouldet be obeyed as a father,
be obedient as a son.—William Penn.

Add the beaten whites
salt
ind when well mixed turn it into a
greased baking dish and bakeι itt in a hot

"Which of Sir Walter Scott's novels de
We have many patterns that will
you like best. The Reap-it' or The Tar'a"
money ?'
paper and border your room for

50

Je"m|Von-

SdM °the Ixtoto

niesan.

No.

30 Superb Octavo volâmes will be
Delivered Free Iuto your Home. The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments, But

Bear In Mind

Papers

Wall

!»"?··

three

ΙΙΙΛπηβ

Copyrights Ac.

£o,

cretin-like batter; add the

Designs

Anrone sending n sketch and description may
quickly aacartain our opinion free whether an
<iiveiit»>n i* probably patentable. Ooniiunnlratlons «trict!y roi.tMeiitlal. Handbook on Patent·
*«nt free. Oldest aiteiicy for securing patents.
Paten!h taken through Muuu Jt Co. receive
ifKcuti η ίκ», without charge. In the

butter
sizzling, turn in the eggs and tilt
and draw the cooked pert.»» to the
centre a» faut as "t

oiTfour eggÎ till"

BO YEARS*

BUM'S Greatest Entertainer
Most Faseiiatmi of all Toys

rrK5rx;.tA!'«
Juat
pXtwlKe tablespoon

clieTse?a

I vers & Pond pcT

It 1b curious to note In how many In-

stances strange astronomical errors appear In works of fiction quite unnecessary to the requirements of the story
and resulting apparently from sheet

as a

EOyt'EFOBT WAFERS.
The comet of 1843 was the only one
Cream an ounce pat of butter; add
during the last century which could be
from four to six tablespoons
seen in broad daylight.
few grains of
work it to a smooth paste, add graduN. Jackson, Danville, 111., writes: "My
ally a little tarragon vinegar, then daughter had a severe attack of la grippe
spread on toasted wafers.
and a terrible cough settled on her
lungs. We tried a great many remedies
SPANISH CHEESE.
without giving relief. She tried Foley's
Chop tine one tablespoon
She
t Honey and Tar, which cured her.
has never been troubled with a cough
the yolks
since." F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

low as $5.

114 and 116

store.

'whe'n t'hic^eerve'a"once Yrou/fhe pan. j Co.

been of-

We will send list describing
and pricing each if you cannot call. A
small cash payment and monthly payfered for.

rider'· Impoaalble Creaeeat.

Chapped hands, cracked hande and
CHEEBE OMELET.
I roughness of the skin cured quickly by
Banner Salve, the most healing ointBeat three eRgs slightly; add one-Mi
shine in
F. A. Shurtleff &
ment in the world.
of red
cup cream (if a little turnedI It will not
Co.

·

England poet.

drug

any

cracker crumbs and bake until brown.

·
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The single star, the initial of a distinguished American ornithologist.
The row of four, a stringed instrument
of music.
The row of six. a favorite sort of hay.
The row of seven, a school where music, design, military instruction or othei
especial art is taught.
The row of six, the national flag car
ried by a body of soldiers.
The row of four, a name for Christmaa
The single star, the initial of a New

troubles is

Candor looks with equal fairness at
both sides of a subject.—Daniel Webster.

·

them which we believe are lower than

on
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Throat and

and all

Hall Cala·'· Woad«rfal JTIcht, Dick·
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Is
Colds,

Ο

them

of Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis, LaOrippe

PROSE AND POETRY.

ΛΖ
to£?toS%t.
sgerve
ii

«08.—A Motto Ring.

ο

and

ASTRONOMICAL BULLS THAT LIVE IN

if[tbemay^

^thout

Mathematical Family.
There is a family, real or imaginary, In
which the ages, counting in full yean,
a very
are connected mathematically in
curious manner. The age of the elder
child is the square of that of the younger
child, and the age of the grandmother is
the square of that of the eldest child.
The ages of the two children multiplied
together give the age of an adopted
daughter. The mother's age is equal to
those of the two children and the adopted
daughter's added together, and the age
of the father is the difference between
the mother's and grandmother's ages.
Find the ages of the several members
of this remarkable family.

•

rout
In times of health prepare for sicko. ness.
One of the greatest and most
effective means of fighting the ravages

^hd5'^SbTi"'ûS»
îay^

slightly,

press

5SS.ÎÎT»°^tf»'®·

Ho. 407.—A
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and break down all our fortifications
and put our health to an ignominious

BLUNDERS IN FICTION

s«™,bem found in Bauer's Instant Cough Cure.
It wins the battle every time. It is sold
hot or cold with salad.
under a guarantee to cure that cough or lack of observation. As a modern
CHEESE AND CELERY BALAD.
your money refnnded.
example of such gratuitous blunderThe wonderful sale of Bauer's Instant
Take
ing take a piece of description from
it
that
is
Cure
proof positive
and any
Cough
Hall Calne's "Scapegoat:" 'It was
Mr.
bottle
a
Get
add
work.
does
the
sample
mayonnaise;
fine, and
F. A. a wonderful night. The moon, which
was from the following druggiets:
and
mayonnaise
a few
capers
^ ^ of Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
m
made
was in Its first quarter, was still low
Serve on Pond; Orin Stevens, Oxford.
w»
some choice
In the east, but the stars were thick
mince the
A wonderful night, Inoverhead."
chop the
Two million Americans suffer the torthat such a lover
And
deed!
strange
or
on
mixture
the
and'
rye
turing pangs of dyspepsia. No need to. of nature as Mr. Hall Caine should
sandwiches.
as
At any
Burdock Blood Bitters cures.
graham bread
not have reflected that when the moon
drug store.
hominy av gratin.
in Its first quarter is low In the east
with the sun high
True obedience neither procrastinates it is broad daylight,
heavens!
In
the
nor
Quarlee.
questions.—Francis
'frt
layer of it in a baking dirt
Nevertheless on this point he erred
The young moon
Terrible plaguee, those itching, pes- in good company.
tering diseases of the skin. Put an end has proved a stumbling block to many
to misery. Doan's Ointment cures. At a writer who has attempted to intro-

•

Ï". A. Shurtlcff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's
Orln Stevens, Ox for· I.

Cream Balm

£ted
together,

K'utrtleapoon

cheese,

—either sin nor shame hath found thee.
—ager hearts with joy are beating,
—aitiug for thy friendly greeting;
—leld thou of thy plenteous store;
—ver let our cups brim o'er;
—e thou passeth on thy way,
hued make each coming day.

No.

Worcester, New York, etc.
I. IT. LISCoM B, General Manager.
T. M. Rartlett, Agent.

I» CK.\T

Cut stale bread In h all Ι»*

—all, new year! Thy face is fair
—nd unlined with grief or care;
—rouilse bring'st thou in good measure;
—lenty ia thy richest treasure;
—outh lu matchless charm casts round

BAUER'S

Lowell,

greatest individual desire. How apt are
we to neglect our own health, and allow
our arch enemy—Disease, to creep in

CHEEBE BARS.

Supply the initial· to form a familiar

the«;

Wool Carpets

The staunch and elegant steamers,
"
Bav State" alternately
Din ι; ley" and
Franklin Wharf, Portland, anil India Wharf,
Boston, at 7.·*) P. M., lally.Sundays excepted.
These "teamer* meet every demand of modern
and
steamship service In safety, speed, comfort
Providence,

ON

—

ERS

luxury of traveltng.
Through tickets for

Ko. 40β—A·

greeting.

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,

the constitution of the United States.

APPETIZING CHEESE OI8HE8.

I right They cure Constipation.

South Paris.

according to

Peace with all nations it

▲ healthy oonditton of our personal constitution should be at all times our

at night will make you
feel right, act right and look

♦

THE FOREIGN POWERS.

homemakebs1 column.

PAPER

N»nd your name anil address to th· KKW-TORK
fret
Tit I III'.» Κ ΚΑ Η Tf Kit, Sew· York City, and
sample ropy will be mailed to yon

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Til Kind You Haw JUiaji Bought

Accident

Bears the

Signature
of

Insurance.

contains all of the
digestants and digests all kinds ο !
If you have not an ACCIDENT INSURANCE POLICY,
relief and never
Instant
It
food.
gives
fails to cure. It allows you to eat all
why not call at the office of
the food you want. The most sensitive
stomachs can take it. By its use many
thousands of dyspeptics have ber η
cured after every thing else failed. Is
and get one? The cost is very small. $1000, five dollar·
! unequalled for the stomach. Child1
ren with weak stomachs thrive on it. weekly indemnity, coats $5 per year.
$2000, ten dollars weekly
! First dose relieves. Δ diet unnecessary. indemnity, costs $10 per year in preferred olass.
It insu.es
against accidents of all classes and pays indemnity for fatal or
Ceres all stomaoh troubles non-fatal injury caused by any accident and sickness. Send for
Prepared only by E. 0. DiWitt & Co., Ohlcaae oiroul*r and
W, J. WHEELER & 00.
get rates.
timestbe WcTifiS
This

W. J. Wheeler &

vStll.bottlecoatclaaSH

Co., ÏÏSS

